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ABSTRACT 
 
 
REGULATED PROTEOLYSIS OF DNAA COORDINATES CELL GROWTH 
WITH STRESS SIGNALS IN CAULOBACTER CRESCENTUS 
 
SEPTEMBER 2017 
JING LIU 
 
B. S., NANJING UNIVERSITY, CHINA 
M.S., NANJING UNIVERSITY, CHINA 
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Peter Chien 
 
DNA replication is an essential process in all domains of life. Replication must be 
precisely regulated, especially at the step of initiation. In bacteria, the replication 
initiator DnaA is regulated by multiple post-translational regulations to ensure 
timely replication.  Caulobacter crescentus has the most strict replication 
regulation that DNA only replicates once per cell cycle, and proteolysis of DnaA 
identified in this species is the only irreversible way to inhibit DnaA, suggesting it 
might be pivotal to restricting DNA replication.  However, the responsible 
protease(s) and mechanism for its degradation remain unclear since its first 
discovery in 2005.  In this thesis, I describe the efforts to characterize the 
	 	viii	
proteolysis regulation on C. crescentus DnaA.  I identified and characterized 
DnaA degradation by two different proteases, Lon and ClpAP.  Lon is the 
dominant protease for DnaA degradation, and my work on this degradation 
revealed a novel allosteric regulation mechanism by which Lon links unfolded 
substrate concentration with DnaA proteolysis, and provides a way for Lon to 
rapidly eliminate DnaA and arrest replication during proteotoxic stress. 
Mechanistic studies of Lon-dependent degradation shows that a complicated 
mechanism governs the recognition and degradation of DnaA, including the 
existence of multiple degradation determinants and the dependency of DnaA 
activity state.  In contrast, ClpAP plays an auxiliary role on DnaA degradation, but 
this degradation is enhanced during nutrient starvation stress.  Interestingly, Lon 
degrades DnaA more rapidly when it is in a complex with DnaA loaded on the 
replication origin DNA, but a specific structure of DNA, G-quadruplex, strongly 
inhibits general substrate degradation by Lon.  Taken together, the studies in this 
thesis revealed the complex mechanisms on DnaA degradation in Caulobacter 
crescentus, and provided insights on how cells interrogate proliferation status in 
changing environments by modulating the levels of a replication factor.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO PROTEOLYSIS AND DNA REPLICATION REGULATION 
IN CAULOBACTER CRESCENTUS 
 
1.1 Caulobacter DNA replication regulation in normal and stress conditions 
1.1.1 DNA replication in bacteria 
Biological inheritance is achieved through faithful duplication of a cell's genome
and replicated chromosomes are partitioned into daughter cells during each cell 
cycle. The decision to replicate must be tightly controlled, not only to coordinate 
the replication machinery with normal cell development and division but also to 
quickly adapt to the environmental changes. Bacteria usually contain one circular 
chromosome, with the replication machinery assembled at the genome origin and 
replicating the genome bi-directionally.  Unlike in eukaryotes where there are 
multiple replication origins, the bacterial genome contains only one origin.  
Replication initiates upon assembly of the pre-replication complex (pre-RC) at the 
replication origin (Bryant and Aves, 2011). In eukaryotes, the pre-replication 
complex (pre-RC) consists of multiple highly regulated proteins ORC1-6 (Araki, 
2011), which recognize several replication origins through specific sequence 
motifs and DNA topology (Sun and Kong, 2010).   In contrast, bacterial pre-RC 
has only one single conserved factor, DnaA, which binds to the replication origin 
and initiates the replication process (Bramhill and Kornberg, 1988; Yung and 
Kornberg, 1989).   
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In E. coli, there are two types of DnaA binding motifs conferring different 
selectivity depending on the nucleotide binding state of DnaA: type I motif is the 
strong DnaA boxes (R sites), which contains a 9-bp consensus sequence (5’-
TGTGNAT/AAA), and binds both DnaA-ATP and DnaA-ADP; type II motif has 
different consensus sequences (I sites), and highly prefers DnaA in the ATP 
bound form (McGarry et al., 2004). This selectivity plays an essential role in the 
correct timing of replication initiation, ensuring the chromosome opening occurs 
only when the active DnaA-ATP takes place at origin.  DnaA-ATP is converted to 
the inactive DnaA-ADP after initiation to prevent reinitiation of replication during 
the period of replication elongation and cell division.  A similar pattern has also 
been found in Caulobacter crescentus, that the strong DnaA binding sites (G-
boxes) and weak DnaA binding sites (W-boxes) co-exist in the replication origin 
to control replication licensing timely (Taylor et al., 2011).  The existence of 
different types of DnaA motif might be an effective way to switch replication from 
a silent state to an active state, where the partially bound DnaA at "strong" boxes 
can serve as the core for assembly of DnaA oligomers on DNA upon activation.   
 
The canonical model of initiation starts with DnaA-ATP binding to the replication 
origin and assembling into a helical structure. Following this nucleoprotein 
structure formation, DnaA melting opens an AT-rich region (DNA Unwinding 
Element, DUE) near DnaA boxes. The established pre-priming complex recruits 
other replication initiation factors to the origin.  The first factor is the DNA 
helicase DnaB, which assembles at the open DNA region with the help of the 
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loading factor DnaC.  Six DnaB molecules form a hexameric ring, and DnaC 
association drives ring opening and loading at oriC.  Next, DnaC is released from 
the complex, followed by the recruitment of additional factors including 
topoisomerase, RNA polymerase and single-strand binding protein (Bryant and 
Aves, 2011).  This pre-replication complex (pre-RC) unwinds DNA, and the 
replication fork starts progressing through the genome (Figure 1-1).   
 
Figure 1-1 Replication initiation in bacteria.  DnaA is activated upon ATP binding, 
which allows it to bind both strong and weak DnaA boxes at the replication origin.  
Assembly of DnaA into a spiral structure is crucial for the opening of DNA strand at DNA 
unwinding element (DUE), which consists of a 13-mer AT-rich motif.  Next, DnaA recruits 
replication helicase, DnaB, and replisome assembles at the replication fork.   
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1.1.2 Unique life cycle and strict replication control of Caulobacter crescentus 
Caulobacter crescentus is an oligotrophic bacterium that thrives in nutrient-poor 
environments, and has emerged as an interesting model organism in the past 
decade due to its elaborate life cycle and easy synchronization. The species has 
a ‘crescent’ shape and a surface-adhesion stalk, and undergoes cell shape and 
development changes during its dimorphic cell cycle (Figure 1-2).  There are two 
states of Caulobacter crescentus: a replication competent state that bears a thin, 
extended ‘stalk’ at one cell pole, which helps with certain nutrient uptake and 
allows the cell adhesion at surface; another cell state, known as ‘swarmer’ state, 
is featured by a swimming flagella tail at the cell pole instead of stalk. Swarmer 
cells are capable of swimming in liquid due to the flagella motor and sensing 
nutrient sources through the membrane receptor chemotaxis proteins. Swarmer 
cells cannot replicate, but must differentiate into replication competent stalk cells 
in order for the cell cycle to progress.  During cell division, a mother cell 
undergoes an asymmetrical division, giving rise to a swarmer daughter cell and a 
stalk daughter cell.  The complex life cycle in Caulobacter crescentus helps the 
cell to adapt for nutrient-poor environments when maintaining robust growth: two 
different cell types generated through asymmetric division ensures half of 
population can immediately enter the cell cycle for reproduction, while swarmer 
daughter cells maximize the use of resources and disperse to other regions for 
colonization.   
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Figure 1-2.  The dimorphic cell cycle of Caulobacter crescentus.  
 
Caulobacter crescentus strictly controls DNA replication wherein its chromosome 
replicates exactly once per cell division. This precise replication-division 
coordination of Caulobacter is unique in current bacteria model organisms.  In 
other commonly studied bacteria, such as E. coli and B. subtilis, the chromosome 
replicates multiple rounds per division cycle under nutrient-rich conditions. 
Furthermore, Caulobacter crescentus is easily synchronized, providing a great 
platform for the study of molecular regulation associated with cellular 
development at a population level.  The current studies on Caulobacter 
crescentus have brought important knowledge on many fundamental processes 
during cell cycle progression including gene expression, chromosome 
segregation, protein degradation and spatiotemporal regulation of proteins 
(Hughes et al., 2012).  
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1.1.3. Four master regulators 
During cell cycle progression in Caulobacter crescentus, unique cell type-specific 
proteins peak and function at each stage associated with morphology and 
function changes. It has been shown using DNA microarrays that 19% of the 
genome, or 553 genes, exhibit cell cycle dependent transcription (Laub et al., 
2000). How is this coordination attained? The current model is that the cell cycle 
is driven by a regulatory circuit comprised of five important global regulators: 
DnaA, GcrA, CtrA, SciP and CcrM, which in total regulates that control more than 
50% of the cell cycle dependent transcription start sites (Zhou et al., 2015). The 
activity of each protein accumulates at a specific stage of cell cycle, inducing 
expression of other regulators and are in turn repressed by the activated 
regulator, a process of feedback that promotes directional cell cycle progression 
(Figure 1-3).   
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Figure 1-3. Master regulators drive cell cycle progression in Caulobacter 
crescentus.  
 
DnaA plays a pivotal role in the cell cycle since it is critical for replication initiation.  
Furthermore, DnaA is also found to act as a transcription factor in Caulobacter as 
well as other species (Messer and Weigel, 1997; Burkholder et al., 2001; Hottes 
et al., 2005). Microarray experiments on the DnaA depletion/induction strains 
showed that DnaA is required for the transcription of at least 40 genes that 
mainly function in nucleotide biosynthesis, DNA replication, recombination and 
DMA repair. More than half of those genes contain a DnaA binding motif within 
200 base pairs upstream of translation start site, suggesting that DnaA can 
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directly bind these promoters to change transcription (Hottes et al., 2005).  A 
second master regulator, GcrA, requires DnaA for its expression. There is a 
DnaA binding box 55 bases upstream of the gcrA +1 site, and expression of the 
GcrA protein is important for the transcription of more than 125 genes, which are 
involved in DNA replication and chromosome segregation (Holtzendorff et al., 
2004).  GcrA inhibits DnaA but directly activates the expression of another key 
regulator, CtrA, and GcrA itself is negatively regulated by CtrA through a CtrA 
binding site in the gcrA promoter (Holtzendorff et al., 2004).  This feedback 
regulation allows the oscillatory expression of these two regulators during cell 
cycle progression.  CtrA is a two-component signal-transduction regulator protein, 
and its activity is regulated by phosphorylation and spatial and temporal 
restricted proteolysis.  In swarmer cells, high levels of CtrA inhibit DNA 
replication, and the phosphorylated form of CtrA (CtrA-P) is active in promoting 
transcription.  CtrA is rapidly proteolyzed during the swarmer-to-stalk transition, 
and accumulates in the phosphorylated form only upon development of the 
swarmer daughter cell (Domian et al., 1997; Domian et al., 1999). CtrA directly 
controls the transcription of at least 95 genes, including chromosome replication, 
flagella biogenesis, cell differentiation and DNA methylation (Quon et al., 1996; 
Laub et al., 2000; Laub et al., 2002), and it also self-regulates (Domian et al., 
1999).  CtrA activates the transcription regulatory SciP and the expressed SciP 
can in turn enhance CtrA's repressive functions by directly binding it and DNA 
(Gora et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2010). Finally, expression of the DNA 
methyltransferase CcrM is activated by CtrA at the end of replication.  CcrM 
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methylates DNA, and methylation activates the dnaA promoter for transcription 
but inhibits CtrA expression (Collier et al., 2007).  This ratchet mechanism 
ensures precise temporal and spatial regulation of gene expression in a cell cycle 
dependent manner.    
 
1.2 Introduction to DnaA regulation 
Tight regulation of DnaA is necessary to prevent unnecessary replication, and 
multiple redundant regulatory pathways prevent unwanted initiation.  DnaA 
expression is modulated through negative feedback on transcription through the 
DnaA binding motif upstream of the dnaA promoter region (Braun et al., 1985; 
Jakimowicz et al., 2000; Ogura et al., 2001; Salazar et al., 2003).  Extensive 
studies on DnaA regulation also show that bacteria adopt many strategies to 
regulate DnaA function at the post-translational level.  Here I will introduce the 
knowledge gained of the fundamental properties of DnaA, and the recent studies 
on important regulatory mechanisms.    
 
1.2.1 DnaA domain and structure 
There are four functional domains in the highly conserved DnaA protein, and 
studies of E. coli DnaA have revealed the function of individual domains (Figure 
1-4). The amino terminal domain is important for DnaA assembly when bound to 
DNA, and also mediates the interaction between DnaA and helicase (Sutton et 
al., 1998; Weigel et al., 1999; Seitz et al., 2000; Simmons et al., 2003).  Domain I 
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has an α-α-β-β-α-β motif, and the Trp-6 residue is critical for interacting with the 
DnaB helicase (Abe et al., 2007).  Domain II of DnaA is the least structured 
region and varies greatly in sequence, length among species (even absent in 
some) (Messer et al., 1999; Zawilak-Pawlik et al., 2017). It is therefore  
considered a linker region connecting the N-terminal domain and domains III and 
IV. It has also been shown that this domain might help with helicase DnaB 
binding, but the detailed mechanism remains unclear (Molt et al., 2009).    
 
Figure 1-4.  DnaA domain structure.  
 
The middle part of DnaA is the AAA+ ATPase domain, which mediates the 
nucleotide binding and hydrolysis.  The ATPase domain consists of two parts, the 
first part bears the Walker A/B, sensor I and Box VII arginine fingers, and the 
second part contains the sensor II (Mott and Berger, 2007).  The nucleotide 
binding state is crucial for the weak DnaA box interaction and replication initiation 
of the chromosome.  However, it is dispensable for the DNA replication when the 
weak DnaA boxes are not needed, such as in the plasmid pSC101.  In this case, 
the fusion of domain I and DNA binding domain IV is sufficient for plasmid 
replication (Sutton and Kaguni, 1995).   Mutagenesis of E. coli DnaA revealed a 
conserved nucleotide switch in the domain III, R334, which is crucial for the 
inactivation of ATP-bound DnaA (Nishida et al., 2002).  Domain IV mediates DNA 
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binding (Roth and Messer, 1995), and the co-crystal structure of domain IV from 
E. coli DnaA in complex with a DnaA box fragment showed the importance of a 
helix–turn–helix (HTH) motif in binding with DNA (Fujikawa et al., 2003). 
Currently the architecture of the nucleoprotein complex has not been fully 
resolved, but the structural studies on different DnaA fragments suggest a right-
handed organization of DnaA-ATP helical filament formed with DNA wrapped 
around the outside of the nucleoprotein complex (Funnell et al., 1987; Bramhill 
and Kornberg, 1988; Erzberger et al., 2006).   
 
1.2.2 DnaA regulation mechanisms 
1.2.2.1 Regulatory inactivation of DnaA activity (RIDA) 
 
DnaA activity can be inhibited through the regulatory inactivation of DnaA activity.  
Following the ATP-DnaA levels in synchronized E. coli cell cultures showed that 
the ATP-DnaA concentration fluctuates with the cell cycle and peaks during 
replication initiation (Castuma et al., 1993; Kurokawa et al., 1999; Katayama et 
al., 2001). After DnaA assembles and DNA polymerase loads at the replication 
origin, DnaA-bound ATP can be hydrolyzed with help from the Hda protein and 
the DNA-loaded form of the DNA polymerase III sliding clamp subunit (Katayama 
et al., 1998; Kato and Katayama, 2001; Su'etsugu et al., 2005).  Hda 
(homologous to DnaA) belongs to the AAA+ superfamily and bears high 
homology to the ATPase domain of DnaA.  In vitro experiments showed that Hda 
directly binds to the β clamp, and forming this complex on the partially melted 
DNA catalyzes the DnaA-bound ATP hydrolysis (Su'etsugu et al., 2004).  Hda 
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homology, HdaA, is also found in Caulobacter crescentus,  and works in a similar 
mechanism with sliding clamp (Collier and Shapiro, 2009; Fernandez-Fernandez 
et al., 2011; Fernandez-Fernandez et al., 2013).  
 
1.2.2.2 DnaA titration 
 
DnaA titration by binding sites outside of replication origin is an efficient way to 
decrease the free DnaA available.   The best-known titration site is the datA 
locus in E. coli, which spans a ~1-kb DNA region bearing several DnaA boxes 
(Kitagawa et al., 1996; Kitagawa et al., 1998; Ogawa et al., 2002) and the 
efficient interaction is dependent on the integration host factor (IHF) (Nozaki et 
al., 2009). Among the many other DnaA binding sites distributed on the 
chromosome, only the datA locus is crucial to prevent excessive initiations and 
improper timing of replication, therefore it was speculated that it has exceptional 
DnaA affinity and might be able to bind over 300 DnaA molecules (Kitagawa et 
al., 1996; Ogawa et al., 2002), although direct evidence has not been reported.  
An intriguing study showed that the complex of datA and IHF promotes DnaA-
ATP hydrolysis, and deletion of datA locus results in increased ATP-DnaA levels 
(Kasho and Katayama, 2013), which may explain the strong regulatory effect of 
datA comparing to other DnaA binding sites.  DnaA box clusters analogous to 
datA locus have also been shown in other species, such as Bacillus subtilis 
(Okumura et al., 2012) and Streptomyces coelicolor (Smulczyk-Krawczyszyn et 
al., 2006).  However, there is a lack of evidence that a similar mechanism exists 
in Caulobacter crescentus.  
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1.2.2.3 Initiation sequestration 
 
Replication initiation can also be inhibited by sequestration of DnaA protein at the 
origin of the genome. DnaA in Escherichia coli is sequestered by SeqA protein in 
a dam methyltransferase dependent manner (Lu et al., 1994; Taghbalout et al., 
2000; Nievera et al., 2006). Following replication fork progression, newly 
synthesized DNA is hemimethylated, and maintained in a hemimethylated state 
for one-third of the cell cycle (Campbell and Kleckner, 1990).  SeqA can bind the 
hemimethylated and methylated GATC site in oriC and silence the origin 
(Skarstad et al., 2000). Deletion of seqA results in asynchronous initiations and 
multiple rounds of chromosome replication within one cell cycle (Lu et al., 1994).  
 
CtrA in Caulobacter crescentus work as a replication inhibitor by binding to the 
Cori (Quon et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2011).  The binding site of CtrA partially 
overlaps with one DnaA box, but CtrA is capable of displacing DnaA at the distal 
sites in vitro, suggesting CtrA might more than just competing with DnaA for the 
interaction at the origin.  While the detailed mechanism for this sequestration is 
not fully understood, the inter-molecular interactions between DnaA monomers 
may play a role. CtrA activity is modulated by phosphorylation, and 
phosphorylated CtrA (CtrA-P) has increased affinity and cooperative binding at 
the origin (Taylor et al., 2011). The cell cycle dependent changes of CtrA protein 
abundance and phosphorylation state together contribute to switching between 
active and inactive initiation in Caulobacter crescentus. 
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1.2.2.4 Regulated proteolysis 
 
Caulobacter crescentus DnaA is a highly unstable protein that is controlled by 
proteolysis (Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005), but the responsible proteases 
were not identified until recently.  It was suggested that DnaA levels oscillate 
during cell cycle progression, which might contribute to the coordination of 
replication and cell growth, and DnaA degradation might play a role in this 
oscillation (Collier et al., 2006).  DnaA proteolysis has been hypothesized to drive 
the rapid elimination of DnaA during carbon starvation, and spoT was found to be 
involved in this rapid turnover (Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005; Lesley and 
Shapiro, 2008).  Since SpoT controls synthesis and hydrolysis of ppGpp levels, it 
has been speculated that ppGpp plays a role in DnaA degradation during carbon 
starvation (Lesley and Shapiro, 2008).  However, the biological role of DnaA 
degradation remains unclear due to the lack of knowledge of the responsible 
protease and the mechanism of degradation.   
 
1.3 Regulated proteolysis in Caulobacter crescentus cell cycle and 
replication 
1.3.1 Introduction to energy dependent proteolysis  
Regulated proteolysis by energy-dependent proteases helps maintain correct 
intracellular protein level and is important for many essential biological processes.  
Regulated proteolysis depends on the energy-dependent proteases belonging to 
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the AAA+ (ATPases Associated with diverse cellular activities) family, which is 
powered by the energy from ATP hydrolysis for rapid substrate unfolded and 
translocation. In eukaryotes and archaea, intracellular regulated proteolysis relies 
on the proteasome, which collaborates with the E1, E2 and E3 ubiquitinating 
enzymes to target substrates for degradation (Haas et al., 1982; Peters et al., 
1994; Thrower et al., 2000; Risseeuw et al., 2003; Elsasser and Finley, 2005).  
The specificity of substrate and timing for degradation is mediated by E3 ligase-
dependent ubiquitylation.  In bacteria, proteolysis of intracellular proteins is 
usually carried out by a number of different proteases belonging to the two 
component enzymes (Neuwald et al., 1999; Sauer and Baker, 2011).  These 
proteases share similar structural composition, which includes an ATP hydrolysis 
powered unfoldase domain and a peptidase cleavage domain (Gottesman et al., 
1997; Baker and Sauer, 2006).  For some proteases, separately coded 
polypeptides form a fully functional protease (such as ClpXP and ClpAP) where 
the ATPase domain and peptidase domain are on separate polypeptides, while 
others have both functions in one polypeptide (Lon or FtsH).  Unlike in eukaryote 
where a single type of proteasome is suffiicient for all substrates, each bacterial 
protease has specialized substrate recognition preference that often relies the 
sequence motif or additional adaptor proteins, allowing for accurate special and 
temporal regulation of multiple cellular factors and coordination between protein 
level and cell development stages (Dougan, Mogk, et al., 2002; Inobe and 
Matouschek, 2008).  The function of regulated proteolysis through several 
proteases has been well studied in the gram-negative bacterium Caulobacter 
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crescentus, providing great insights into roles for protein degradation in 
fundamental cellular process including cell cycle progression, DNA replication 
and division as well as stress response (Quardokus et al., 1996; Domian et al., 
1997; Jenal and Fuchs, 1998; Tsai and Alley, 2001; Abel et al., 2011).  I will 
introduce the two proteases related to the body of this work in the next two 
sections.  
 
1.3.2 Lon and ClpAP protease  
1.3.2.1 Lon 
 
Lon is a highly conserved protease belonging to the AAA+ superfamily, which is 
found in archaea, eubacteria and eukaryotic mitochondria (Chung and Goldberg, 
1981; Goldberg et al., 1994; Wagner et al., 1994; Fukui et al., 2002; Venkatesh 
et al., 2012). Lon plays a pivotal role in protein quality control by degrading 
abnormal proteins as well as certain regulatory proteins, and is essential for 
cellular homeostasis, stress responses and metabolic regulations (Mizusawa and 
Gottesman, 1983; Phillips et al., 1984; Goff and Goldberg, 1985; Van Melderen 
et al., 1994; Bissonnette et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014).  
Studies on the Lon protease have recognized its importance in many diseases, 
since Lon supports mitochondrial function and integrity in human cells and also is 
required in certain pathogenic bacteria for host infectivity (Robertson et al., 2000; 
Takaya et al., 2002; Matsui et al., 2003; Bulteau et al., 2006; Ngo et al., 2013).   
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Lon has a homo-oligomeric structure composed of identical subunits, which form 
a large ring-shaped complex.  Unlike other proteases where the chaperone 
chamber and peptide-hydrolysis chamber are encoded separately from two 
polypeptides, Lon subunits carry both ATPase and protease domains on a single 
polypeptide. There are two subfamilies of Lon protease, LonA and LonB, which 
carry different consensus sequences in the active sites of their proteolytic 
domains, and are also different in the presence or absence of an N-terminal 
domain (Iyer et al., 2004; Rotanova et al., 2004).  LonB is only found in archaea, 
while LonA subfamily consists mainly of bacterial and eukaryotic enzymes 
(thereby Lon protease described in this thesis refers to LonA).  There are three 
functional domains in bacterial Lon subunits:  an amino-terminal (N) domain that 
is implicated in the substrates interaction, an ATPase (A) domain ATP-binding 
and hydrolysis, and an carboxyl-terminal (P) domain responsible for catalysis of 
peptide bond hydrolysis (Lee et al., 2004; Rotanova et al., 2006).  Structural 
studies and electron microscopy of E. coli Lon reveal a hexameric ring-shaped 
structure with a central cavity at low concentrations while also capable of forming 
dodecamers at physiological concentrations (Park et al., 2006; Vieux et al., 2013).  
The formation of the Lon oligomer is not dependent on the nucleotide binding but 
is dependent on Mg2+ (Rudyak et al., 2001). 
 
Although Lon was the first energy-dependent protease discovered in bacteria 
(Chung and Goldberg, 1981; Goldberg et al., 1994), the mechanism by which 
Lon recognizes substrate remains elusive. Misfolded protein substrates are 
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thought to be recognized by the loss of globular shape, exposed hydrophobic 
patches, or stretches of aromatic-rich residues that are normally sequestered in 
the native structure and exposed upon unfolding (Goldberg et al., 1994; Rosen et 
al., 2002; Gur and Sauer, 2008; Vieux et al., 2013), while in another category, 
protein substrates are recognized by Lon through external sequence motifs, 
which in most cases are presented at the terminus of protein, such as SulA (Ishii 
et al., 2000), UmuD (Gonzalez et al., 1998) and SoxS (Shah and Wolf, 2006).  
Lon substrates might also be recognized by Lon through an adaptor, implicated 
by our collaborative work with the Kearn lab (Indiana University) that the 
degradation of flagellar biosynthesis regulator SwrA is activated by the swarming 
motility inhibitor A (SmiA) in vivo and in vitro (Mukherjee et al., 2015). The 
existence of multiple substrate recognition mechanisms supports the broad 
substrate spectrum of Lon protease, and provides specificity when timely 
degradation of proteins is needed.  
 
Another distinct feature of Lon is that its activity is highly modulated.   It was 
found peptide substrates can promote the protein degradation through allosteric 
activation of Lon activity (Waxman and Goldberg, 1986) and recent in vitro 
studies suggest that this activation can also be mediated through protein 
substrates (Gur and Sauer, 2009).   The biological role of this activation is 
unclear, but likely to tie the degradation rate with the concentrations of substrate.   
Lon is also modulated by DNA.  Early studies showed that DNA binding is non-
specific and both ssDNA and dsDNA activate Lon activity (Chung and Goldberg, 
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1982),  while later works suggested DNA could selectively bind Lon with high 
specificity and effect (Fu et al., 1997; Fu and Markovitz, 1998).  The modulation 
is not only sequence-dependent, but also depends on the specific type of DNA 
structure, with G-quadruplexes being particularly implicated (Si-Han Chen et al., 
2008), however, the biological role of this possible interaction is unclear.  
 
In Caulobacter crescentus, Lon is responsible for the degradation of damaged 
proteins and several important regulators under both normal and stress 
conditions.   The role for Caulobacter Lon in degrading folded proteins is best 
illustrated by studies of master regulators. Lon degrades SciP, a CtrA inhibitor 
that directly binds with CtrA.  Degradation of SciP by Lon is inhibited upon SciP-
CtrA-DNA complex formation during G1 phase, which is critical for the activation 
of CtrA target genes during G1-S transition.  The degradation of free SciP (Gora 
et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2010; Gora et al., 2013). Lon also degrades a key 
regulator of DNA methylation CcrM methyltransferase (Wright et al., 1996) and 
the transcription factor GcrA (unpublished data), which drives normal cell cycle 
progression.   
 
1.3.2.2 ClpAP 
 
ClpA is an unfoldase chaperone that forms a hexameric ring structure, and upon 
associating with ClpP can unfold and translocate substrates through its pore to 
the ClpP proteolytic chamber. In many bacteria ClpA is in the same operon as its 
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adaptor protein ClpS, which associates with the ClpA N-terminus in a one to one 
ratio to help degrade N-end rule substrates (Guo et al., 2002; Zeth et al., 2002; 
Erbse et al., 2006; De Donatis et al., 2010).  ClpS helps tether N-end rule 
substrates to ClpA, forming a high-affinity ClpS-substrate-ClpAP complex with 
unstructured ClpS N-terminal residues inserted into ClpA pore and transferring 
bound substrate into the same site (Román-Hernández et al., 2011; Rivera-
Rivera et al., 2014).  Although the N-terminal residues of the protein determine its 
intracellular half-life, bacterial N-end rule degron often initiate with amino acids 
that require post-translational cleavage or modifications, leading to another layer 
of complexity in regulation (Tobias et al., 1991; Shrader et al., 1993; Humbard et 
al., 2013).  The accurate mechanisms underlying those different regulations and 
how they link to cellular functions remains unclear.  
 
In additional to ClpS-dependent regulation, several studies point to the important 
role for direct ClpA-substrate recognition that occurs without adaptors of 
substrate proteins not belonging to the N-end rule.  For example, Escherichia coli 
ClpAP has been shown to recognize and degrade ssrA tagged substrates directly, 
although the main responsible protease is ClpXP (Gottesman et al., 1998; 
Herman et al., 1998). Using over-expressed GFPssrA as a reporter, it was 
previously reported that ClpA might have a growth stage dependent effect on 
GFPssrA, likely due to the intracellular level change on ClpA upon growth phase 
transition (Farrell et al., 2005).  However, for native ssrA tagged proteins ClpXP 
contributes to greater than 90% on this quality control (Lies and Maurizi, 2008). It 
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was also found that when associating with ClpP, ClpA could initiate its own 
degradation using its C-terminal sequence as a degron, and ClpS associating 
could stabilize ClpA protein from this self-proteolysis (Dougan, Reid, et al., 2002; 
Maglica et al., 2008).  Moreover, ClpA has been shown to be a molecular 
chaperone on its own, and could assist protein conformation modulation of 
substrates such as during remodeling and activation of the bacteriophage protein 
RepA (Pak and Wickner, 1997; Hoskins et al., 2000; Hoskins et al., 2002). Taken 
together, those studies revealed a dual role for ClpS in ClpA mediated protein 
regulation. Interestingly, a previous screen in Escherichia coli for N-end degrons 
showed that cells overexpressing a toxin protein bearing N-end degron were 
more sensitive to the absence of ClpA than ClpS, supporting a direct role for 
ClpAP in maintaining protein hemostasis that does not dependent on ClpS 
(Wang et al., 2007).  
 
Caulobacter ClpAP was reported to directly recognize two cell divisome proteins, 
FtsZ and FtsA, and contribute to asymmetric cell division.  This degradation 
occurs both in vivo and in vitro, and in vitro results showed no requirement for 
ClpS in those degradations (Williams et al., 2014).  It was also reported that 
deleting clpS in Caulobacter crescentus does not affect degradation of another 
ClpA substrate, FliF, suggesting ClpS might not always inhibit direct substrate-
ClpAP degradation (Grünenfelder et al., 2004).   
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Although ClpA is a highly conserved protease and is thought to control many N-
end rule proteins, there is no evidence that the cells lacking ClpA exhibit severe 
growth defect.  The deletion of the clpA gene results in only slightly slower 
growth and moderate morphological defects during normal growth conditions 
(Grünenfelder et al., 2004). During specific stressed growth, however, it seems 
that the presence of ClpA could help eliminate toxici substrates.  For example, 
removing ClpA when FtsZ expression regulation is missing results in slower 
growth and disruption of the position of the cell division plane, although in cells 
with normal FtsZ expression ClpA seems dispensable (Williams et al., 2014).  
However, there is still a lack of clear examination of cell growth and development 
upon changes in ClpS or ClpA, or both under normal growth conditions.   
 
1.4 Thesis structure 
This thesis describes several studies in my Ph.D. career on elucidating the 
mechanisms by which two proteases (ClpAP and Lon) are modulated, and how 
those modulations contribute to DnaA levels and DNA replication regulation in 
Caulobacter crescentus. Chapter 1 introduces the current knowledge on DNA 
replication regulation and several regulation pathways including protein 
degradation, as well as the knowledge gap on the proteolysis regulation of DnaA.  
Chapter 2 describes the identification of Lon-dependent DnaA degradation and 
highlights the novel allosteric activation mechanism in this process.  Importantly, 
the mechanism by which Lon stimulates DnaA degradation helps Caulobacter 
rapidly respond to proteotoxic stress. Chapter 3 describes the efforts to pinpoint 
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the recognition mechanism for Lon-dependent DnaA degradation. Chapter 4 
describes the finding of a secondary protease, ClpAP, in regulating DnaA levels 
and DNA replication under nutrient deprivation conditions.  Chapter 5 introduces 
the studies on the effect of DNA in Lon activity and DnaA proteolysis regulation.  
The modulation from DNA is more complicated than ever reported, and the 
substrate degradation could be either enhanced or suppressed based on the 
strand, structure and sequence in the DNA.  Chapter 6 includes the conclusion of 
the thesis work and also proposed future directions related to this work.    
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CHAPTER 2 
LON-DEPENDENT DNAA DEGRADATION COORDINATES CELL RESPONSE 
TO PROTEOTOXIC STRESS IN CAULOBACTER CRESCENTUS 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
DNA replication is essential in all domains of life.  In most organisms, in order to 
coordinate genome replication with cell development, factors involved in 
replication must be highly regulated to ensure only once replication per cell cycle. 
Here we show that the Caulobacter DnaA is proteolysis mainly through Lon 
protease.  Removing Lon protease increases DnaA steady state level and slows 
down DnaA proteolysis.  In contrast to the previous report, we found DnaA 
degradation remains constant at different stages of cell cycle. In vitro degradation 
shows that DnaA degradation by Lon requires Lon activation by substrates.  We 
found unfolded Lon substrates increase the ATPase rate of Lon and also 
suppress the inhibition effect from ADP, indicating the activation comes from 
enhanced ATPase activity. Consistent with in vitro results, in the cell DnaA 
degradation increases when chaperone DnaK is removed and when cells 
encounter proteotoxic stress, when both Lon levels and activity increases.   
However, we found that the lack of proteolysis is not sufficient to cause increased 
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chromosome content in the cell, indicating DnaA degradation is only one 
redundant pathway that prevents over-initiation during healthy growth.  
 
Part of the work in this chapter comes from the collaborative work with the Laub 
lab at MIT. The observation of stimulated DnaA degradation by Lon and its 
physiological consequences has been described in our Cell paper (Jonas et al., 
2013).  The Laub lab contributed to the identification of DnaA suppressors, 
proteotoxic stress tests, and characterization of replication arrest phenotype. In 
vitro characterization on DnaA degradation, Lon activation and nucleotide effects 
were done in our lab.   
 
2.2 Lon protease is the dominant protease for DnaA degradation 
 
It was previously found that ClpP might be involved in DnaA degradation 
(Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005).  The protease ClpP is known to work with 
AAA+ chaperone ClpX or ClpA, which forms hexameric structure and docks at 
ClpP tetradecamer. The ClpX and ClpA are responsible for substrate specificity, 
unfolding and translocation, and the polypeptide gets cleaved in the proteolytic 
chamber. ClpP could also be activated by a class of antibiotics Acyldepsipeptides 
(ADEPs), to become an uncontrolled protease and directly cleave polypeptide 
without a chaperone (Brötz-Oesterhelt et al., 2005; Kirstein et al., 2009).  To test 
whether ClpX, ClpA or ClpP are responsible, we tested the DnaA proteolysis rate 
in the cell upon removing each component.  ClpA was removed from the cell by 
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deleting clpA since it is not essential, and in this background, DnaA was still 
unstable (Figure 2-1a). Removing essential protein ClpX or ClpP was done 
through protein depletion by replacing the endogenous gene with an IPTG 
inducible copy.  ClpP was mostly removed after 21 hours of depletion, and ClpX 
could be more effectively depleted after 5-8 hours depletion (Figure 2-1b).  In 
vitro chroramphenicol shutoff assay shows that DnaA was still degraded with a 
comparable rate in the cell lacking any of ClpP or ClpX (Figure 2-1c, 2-1d), 
indicating DnaA is not mainly proteolyzed through the ClpP-dependent pathway.  
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Figure 2-1 Proteolysis of DnaA in Caulobacter crescentus is independent of ClpA, 
ClpX and ClpP but dependent of Lon. a. Comparison of DnaA degradation in wildtype 
(NA1000) and ΔclpA cells.   The protein degradation was measured by band intensity 
change after translation shutoff by chloramphenicol (30 µg/ml). Image shows the 
western blotting with purified anti-DnaA antibody.  b. Western blots show the ClpP and 
ClpX depletion in the strain containing inducible genes as the only copy.  ClpP was 
mostly depletion after 21 hours, and ClpX was removed more efficiently from cells within 
8 hours.  c. Comparison of DnaA degradation with chloramphenicol shutoff at different 
stages of ClpP depletion.  d. Comparison of DnaA degradation with chloramphenicol 
shutoff at different stages of ClpX depletion.   e. Comparison of DnaA degradation in 
wildtype (NA1000) and Δlon cells. 
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We next seek another protease responsible for DnaA degradation. It was 
previously shown that DnaA in E. coli is stable for more than 24 hours (Torheim 
et al., 2000), while a temperature-sensitive allele with mutation at residue 204 
has significant reduce stability and is degraded by ClpP, ClpQ (also known as 
HsIV) and Lon (Slominska et al., 2003).  We then tested the effect of losing Lon 
on DnaA degradation.  Interestingly, cells lose Lon exhibit increased DnaA 
stability (Figure 2-1e), suggesting Lon protease is the dominant protease for 
removing DnaA in Caulobacter crescentus.    
 
2.3 Substrate activates Lon protease to degrade DnaA 
2.3.1 Lon protease does not degrade DnaA by itself in vitro 
We ask whether DnaA could be directly degraded by Lon protease in the in vitro 
reconstituted system.  DnaA was cloned after a His6-SUMO-tag in the expression 
vector to enhances protein expression and solubility during purification (Peroutka 
Iii et al., 2011), and the tag cleavage by SUMO protease yields untagged protein 
for our biochemical characterization.  However, purified DnaA could not be 
degraded by Lon protease (Figure 2-2a), in contrast with our in vivo results.  
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Figure 2-2. In vitro degradation of DnaA is dependent on its conformation.  a. 
Purified DnaA in folded state could not degradation by Lon. b. Urea denatured DnaA 
showed no apparent degradation. DnaA was denatured by 6 M urea, and urea was 
removed by fast buffer exchange before adding protease and ATP regeneration mix in 
the reaction.  c. Heat-treated DnaA showed no apparent degradation by Lon.  DnaA was 
treated with heat (45 °C) for 20 minutes, and the reaction was initiated by adding Lon 
and ATP regeneration mix.  For all reactions, 0.1 µM Lon6, 1.5 µM DnaA, 75 mg/ml 
creatine kinase, 15 mM creatine phosphate and 4 mM ATP were used and assays were 
conducted at 30 °C in TK buffer (25 mM Tris PH8.0, 100 mM KCl, 5mM MgCl2 and 1mM 
DTT).   
 
We speculated that the lack of degradation might be due to missing components, 
or inappropriate reaction condition.  Since Lon is best known to degrade 
unstructured protein through recognizing exposed hydrophobic patches 
(Goldberg et al., 1994; Rosen et al., 2002; Gur and Sauer, 2008), we first tested 
whether unfolding DnaA could lead to better degradation.  DnaA was denatured 
by 6M urea overnight, and urea was removed by buffer-exchange before adding 
Lon and ATP regeneration components.  However, we did not observe any 
degradation of DnaA (Figure 2-2b).  Next, we denatured DnaA with heat, that 
DnaA was treated with 45 °C before initializing reaction.  We still did not detect 
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degradation in this condition (Figure 2-2c).  As a result, we suspected additional 
component might be missing from the degradation.  
 
2.3.2 Lon must be activated by substrates to stimulate DnaA degradation 
If Lon could not degrade DnaA by itself, there might be additional components 
required for this degradation.  Unlike some other proteases that there exist some 
common adapters for specific substrates (Chien et al., 2007; Rood et al., 2012; 
Lau et al., 2015; Joshi et al., 2015), there is no known Lon adapter in 
Caulobacter crescentus.  However, it has been shown that Lon activity could be 
modulated by protein substrates, which activate Lon to break down small 
peptides with higher speed (Waxman and Goldberg, 1986).  To test whether Lon 
could be activated to degrade DnaA, we tested the degradation in the presence 
of several Lon substrates, including synthetic oligopeptide degron β20 (Gur and 
Sauer, 2008), unfolded titin I27 domain with C-terminally tagged β20 degron (Gur 
and Sauer, 2009), casein (Chung and Goldberg, 1981), Lon substrates in 
Caulobacter crescentus GcrA (unpublished data) and SciP (Gora et al., 2013).  
Interestingly, all those Lon substrates activate DnaA degradation. Furthermore, 
we noticed that DnaA degradation rate and the duration depends on the another 
presented substrate, that rapidly degraded substrate (such as unfolded titin) 
stimulate DnaA to be degraded fast, while slowly degraded substrate (such as 
SciP) also stimulate to a less extend, but the stimulation persists longer (Figure 
2-3).  Taken together, our results indicate Lon stimulation by substrates is a 
crucial step for DnaA degradation.  Although this stimulation is not substrate 
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specific, the different natures of the substrates could affect DnaA proteolysis 
differently.  
 
Figure 2-3 Lon degrades DnaA in the presence of other substrates.    a.  DnaA 
degradation by Lon was stimulated by a variety of Lon substrates. β20 is the 
characterized degron in β-galactosidase comprised of 20 amino acids.  CMtitin-β20 is 
the carboxyl methylated titin I27 domain with C-terminal β20 tag, and the carboxyl 
methylation keeps titin in the unfolded state.  Casein is a well-known Lon substrate for in 
vitro activity test, and the casein used here includes the several types of casein from 
bovine milk, so there was no distinct band on the gel.  GcrA and SciP are endogenous 
Caulobacter proteins, in which SciP is a known Lon substrate while GcrA degradation by 
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Lon is unpublished data.  b. Lon activation could not stimulate CtrA degradation, which is 
not a Lon substrate.  The concentrations used were written in the figure and for other 
proteins: 0.1 µM Lon6, 1.5 µM DnaA, 1 µM CtrA, and reactions were performed in the 
same condition as in Figure 2-2.  
 
2.3.3 Protein stimulator modulates DnaA degradation in a concentration-
dependent manner  
While the stimulation by substrate allows DnaA degradation, they could also 
compete for Lon protease and lead to inhibition of DnaA when presented at high 
concentration.  As a result, we would expect to see a decreased DnaA 
degradation along with the concentration increase (Figure 2-4a).  
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Figure 2-4.  Substrate stimulates DnaA degradation in a concentration-dependent 
manner.  a. The cartoon shows the activation and competition effect from Lon substrate 
stimulator.  In the absence of other Lon substrate, Lon is in the inactive state and DnaA 
degradation is blocked.  Adding unfolded substrate transforms Lon from inactive state to 
active state, which degrades DnaA efficiently.  However, too much unfolded substrates 
causes saturation of substrate binding sites on Lon and the degradation of DnaA is 
blocked again.  b. and c. Experimental evidence for the substrate concentration 
dependent degradation changes with unfolded titin (b) and casein (c).  0.1 µM Lon and 
1.5 µM DnaA were used in this assay with the same reaction condition in Figure 2-3.  
 
To test this hypothesis, we first titrated unfolded titin with degron tagged at C-
terminus, titin-I27CM-β20, and examined DnaA proteolysis rate.  Consistent with 
the model, DnaA degradation peaked at 5 µM of the substrate, and then 
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decreased dramatically as titin increased (Figure 2-4b).  We also took another 
substrate, casein, and tested whether we could observe a similar pattern.  
Consistently, the DnaA degradation was first enhanced and then decreased 
when an excess level of casein was introduced in the reaction (Figure 2-4c).  We 
noticed that the change with casein was not as sharp as in the assays with titin, 
and also note that the peak level of DnaA degradation was also very different in 
two conditions, which might be due to the proteolysis efficiency of those two 
proteins.  
 
2.3.4 Stimulated degradation is not limited to DnaA 
Our finding that protein could stimulate Lon to degrade another protein is novel, 
but whether this is only limited to DnaA is unknown.  In fact, one possible 
explanation is that the stimulation is due to the specific property of DnaA, which 
allows several Lon substrates interacting with it and destabilizing it against 
protease.  To test whether this is a common mechanism, we took another known 
Lon substrate, CcrM, which is adenine DNA methyltransferase to and cell cycle 
regulated in Caulobacter crescentus (Stephens et al., 1996; Wright et al., 1996).  
CcrM could be directly proteolyzed directly by Lon, and the addition of unfolded 
titin increases the degradation (Figure 2-5a).  The increase was not as much as 
for DnaA, but the effect was significant at the late time points (quantification in 
Figure 2-5b).  Therefore, the stimulated degradation is not limited to DnaA. 
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To get a better measurement of stimulation on other protein substrates, we next 
used a fluorophore-labeled unfolded titin substrate as a reporter for degradation.  
The fluorescence is partially quenched in the titin, but substrate cleavage by Lon 
protease releases peptide and reactivates the fluorescent signal, so the 
degradation kinetics can be measured by the rate of fluorescence increase over 
time.   
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Figure 2-5 Stimulated proteolysis also activates other protein degradation. a. In 
vitro degradation of a Caulobacter Lon substrate, CcrM, is slightly enhanced by unfolded 
titin. 0.1 µM Lon and 0.5 µM CcrM were used in the assay.  b. Quantification of CcrM 
degradation (n=3, error bar represents +/- SD). c. The degradation of FL-titin is 
enhanced with its own concentration.  When CMtitin was added into the degradation 
reaction, the effect of CMtitin depends on the FL-titin concentration: at low FL-titin 
concentration, Lon is not fully activated, and CMtitin increased the degradation 
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significantly (inserted panel).  However, if FL-titin was used at a higher concentration (2 
µM), it already fully activated Lon and additional CMtitin could no longer stimulate the 
reaction.  The reaction was performed by mixing FLtitin and Lon together, then additional 
CMtitin and ATP regeneration mix were added to initialize the reaction.  All assays in this 
figure were performed at 30 °C in TK buffer.   
 
We took titin-I27 as our tested substrate for both stimulator and reporter. The 
stimulator titin was carboxyl methylated, while the reporter was labeled with 
fluorescein-5-maleimide.  Since the DnaA degradation stimulation is 
concentration dependent, we suspect that titin stimulation might also have a 
concentration dependent pattern.  As a result, we took two different 
concentrations of FL-titin to report the effect from CMtitin stimulation.  
Interestingly, when CMtitin was added to the low concentration of FLtitin, it 
exhibited similar stimulation-inhibition as for DnaA proteolysis.  However, when 
FLtitin was used at higher concentration, CMtitin only exhibited inhibitory 
(competitive) effect (Figure 2-5c).  We reasoned that the change might be due to 
sufficient activation on Lon from FLtitin itself when used at higher concentration, 
thus additional CMtitin would not further activate the protease.  Taken together, 
we show that the substrate induced Lon activation is a general mechanism, but 
the extend of degradation varies from protein to protein.   
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2.4 Investigating the mechanism for Lon activation 
2.4.1 Activation requires substrate procession 
How is Lon activated?  In the early study on Lon activation indicated there is an 
allosteric site on Lon (Waxman and Goldberg, 1986), which has not been 
identified.  in this model,  Lon activation occurs upon binding to the activator, and 
the actual proteolysis is not required.  To test whether the binding is sufficient to 
drive activation, we took the folded titin I27 domain with C-terminally tagged β20 
degron, and tested whether it drives DnaA proteolysis.  As expected, folded titin 
could not be degraded by Lon protease.  Moreover, it could not activate DnaA 
degradation, either (Figure 2-6).  Since this protein contains the β20 degron at 
the terminus, the simple binding of the substrate to Lon might not be sufficient for 
its activation.    
 
Figure 2-6 Folded titin was not able to stimulate degradation. 0.1 µM Lon, 1.5µM 
DnaA and 5 µM folded titin were used in the assay.  
 
2.4.2 Substrates increases Lon ATPase rate 
It has been shown previously that the energy-dependent proteases in bacteria 
differ in their unfolding ability more than 100-fold, and Lon protease has the 
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weakest unfolding ability among all classes of energy-dependent proteases 
tested (Koodathingal et al., 2009).  DnaA is a folded protein with several 
functional domains, and Lon might be incapable of unfolding it unless its 
unfolding activity gets enhanced.  Since ATP hydrolysis is the energy source for 
unfolding, we tested the effect of substrate on the ATPase rate.  When the 
substrate is absence, we found Caulobacter Lon has very little ATP hydrolysis.  
However, the rate of ATP hydrolysis increased dramatically upon substrate 
addition (Figure 2-7a), suggesting the increased energy might power Lon to 
degrade folded DnaA better.   
 
Figure 2-7. Substrate increases Lon ATPase rate and suppresses the inhibition of 
ADP.  a.  The ATP hydrolysis rate measurement on Lon protease with various 
concentration of unfolded titin.  the ATPase activity of Lon was fit to a hyperbolic 
cooperative activation equation: !"#$%& !"#$ = !!"#$%&,!"# [!"#!$%&$']! !.!! ! [!"#!$%&$']!  with fitted 
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parameters: n = 3.04 ± 0.07, VATPase,max = 360.43 ± 2.89 Lon-1 min-1 , K0.5 = 13.9 ± 0.14 
mM. 0.1 µM Lon6, 0.2 mM NADH, 5 mM phosphoenol pyruvate, and 0.1% pyruvate 
kinase/lactate dehydrogenase mix (PK/LDH Sigma P0294) were used in the assays.  
The reactions were performed at 30 °C in TK buffer.  b.  ADP strongly inhibits the Lon-
dependent degradation of unfolded titin.  The data was fitted to the exponential decay 
and Ki = 0.178 ± 0.02 mM.  4mM ATP, 1 µM FL-titin and 0.1 µM Lon6 were used in the 
assay.  c. The addition of CMtitin to the ADP-containing reaction increased the rate of 
proteolysis.  The FL-titin was degraded by Lon for 18 minutes, and additional 5 µM 
CMtitin was added into the reaction.  0.1 µM Lon, 1 µM FLtitin, 4mM ATP and 0.1 mM 
ADP were used in the assay.  d. Illustration of two possible outcomes due to different 
activation mechanisms.  If CMtitin stimulates the ATPase rate of the active protease (not 
inhibited by ADP), then a greater stimulation is expected to happen at the lowest 
concentration of ADP (A).  However, if stimulation occurs to the ADP-inhibited 
population, adding extra CMtitin could enhance degradation more when a moderate 
amount of ADP is presented in the reaction (B).  e. The degradation of FL-titin by ADP 
inhibited Lon with or without extra CMtitin showed the pattern matches model B in d.  0.1 
µM Lon, 1 µM FL-titin, 4 mM ATP, 5 µM CMtitin were used in the assays.   
 
2.4.3 Activation involves the derepression of ADP on Lon 
We next test how the rate of ATPase could be enhanced by substrate.  There are 
three fundamental steps in ATP hydrolysis: 1. binding of ATP to the enzyme; 2. 
converting ATP to ADP and free Pi, which releases energy; and 3. the 
disassociation of ADP and the enzyme, since ADP works as an inhibitor of Lon.  
To test whether Lon is sensitive to ADP inhibition, we first titrate ADP in the 
reaction containing 4mM ATP.  The degradation was strongly inhibited with ADP, 
that 5% ADP was sufficient to inhibit more than 50% degradation (Figure 2-7b).  
Next, we tested whether increasing substrate concentration changes this 
inhibition.  The FLtitin degradation by Lon was initialized in the presence of 4mM 
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ATP and 0.4mM ADP, and after 10 minutes of reaction 5 µM CMtitin was added 
into the reaction.  The proteolysis increased immediately upon the addition of 
unfolded titin (Figure 2-7c), indicating additional substrate could activation even 
in the presence of ADP.  However, there are two explanations for this increase: 
substrate might simply activate all Lon regardless of nucleotide-bound state, so 
that the actual stimulation is act on the ATP hydrolysis step.  In this case, we 
would expect to see more enhancement when there is more ATP in the solution 
(Figure 2-7d, model A); alternatively, the activation might due to nucleotide 
affinity change that favors ATP binding, in which case a stronger effect could be 
observed when more ADP is present in the solution (Figure 2-7d, model B). We 
tested those models by comparing the levels of inhibition from ADP in the 
presence or absence of additional CMtitin.  The results showed a more 
consistent pattern with model B, that the stimulation works better when ADP 
concentration increased to a moderate level (Figure 2-7e; Note that the 
proteolysis requires ATP hydrolysis, so too much ADP would lead to complete 
repression on the reaction).  Therefore, the Lon activation by substrate involved 
ATPase activity stimulation, and the faster exchange of inhibitory nucleotide 
contributes to this activation.   
 
2.5 Stimulated DnaA degradation contributes to proteotoxic stress 
response in Caulobacter crescentus 
What is the biological role for activated DnaA degradation by Lon protease in the 
cell?  Our collaborative work with Laub lab (MIT) revealed a possible role for 
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regulated DnaA proteolysis in Caulobacter crescentus in stress response (Jonas 
et al., 2013).  When the chaperone DnaK is depleted from the cell, cell cycle was 
arrested at G1 phase (Figure 2-8a), and a drastic decrease of DnaA levels was 
observed (Figure 2-8b), indicating the lack of proper folding could lead to the 
replication stalling. In vivo study showed that depletion of DnaK triggered up-
regulation of Lon expression (Figure 2-8b).  Interestingly, even when Lon levels 
were fixed by expressing from an inducible promoter, degradation of DnaA was 
still enhanced, indicating Lon activity was also induced during chaperone 
depletion (Figure 2-8c).   
 
Figure 2-8. Mis-regulation of protein folding triggers replication arrest due to 
increased DnaA degradation by Lon protease.  a. Cells elongate and exhibit G1 
arrest during chaperone DnaK depletion.  b. When DnaK was depleted, Lon levels 
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increased and DnaA levels decreased. RpoA was used as an internal control for western 
blotting. c. DnaA degradation increased even when intracellular Lon expression was 
fixed during chaperone depletion.  Error bar represents SD (n ≥ 2) in the assay. Figures 
are from Jonas et al, Cell 2013.  
 
Since the unfolded substrates of Lon strongly enhance proteolysis, it might 
provide an efficient way to eliminate DnaA when intracellular protein quality is out 
of control, and to prevent cell division when proteostasis is disturbed.  
 
2.6 Discussion 
2.6.1 Regulated proteolysis on DnaA prevent unwanted cell proliferation in stress 
environment 
Biological systems adopt various strategies to survive in the changing 
environment.  Temperature change is one of the most common problems to 
encounter.  In eukaryotes, it has been reported that heat-shock induces a cell 
cycle arrest at G1 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and the degradation of unstable 
cyclin CLN-1/CLN-2 contributes to this arrest (Verghese et al., 2012).  However, 
to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of report on replication arrest during 
proteotoxic stress in E. coli or B. subtilis, possibly due to the lose replication-
division coordination in those bacteria.  Caulobacter crescentus, in contrast, has 
much more precise coordination between DNA replication and cell cycle like 
most eukaryotic systems, and the tight regulation on DnaA plays an important 
role.    Our results on increased DnaA degradation during chaperone depletion 
support a similar mechanism to overcome protein-folding crisis, that sequestering 
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replication initiation machinery in this condition is an effective way to prevent 
unnecessary cell cycle progression and proliferation.   
Although Lon has been traditionally known and studied as a quality control 
protease, identification of folded protein substrates indicates it also plays an 
important role in other fundamental biological processes.  Here we showed that 
Lon is the dominant protease for DnaA, indicating it is capable of down-regulating 
replication.  In addition to proteotoxic stress, under other stress conditions, such 
as nutrient depletion or entering stationary phase, DnaA levels also decrease 
and replication is inhibited, suggesting modulating the levels of DnaA might be an 
effective way to the maximize the survival under changing environment.  
 
2.6.2 Lon activation mechanism and the implication of ADP inhibition 
Among several bacterial energy-dependent proteases, one of the unique features 
of Lon is that its activity is modulated by substrate.  This allows Lon to be more 
capable of degrading aberrant proteins when the proteostasis in the cell is 
disrupted.  However, our results also show Lon is highly sensitive to ADP, which 
might counter the effect of proteolytic activation in stressed cells when more 
ATPs are hydrolyzed to ADP.  Since low ATP is an indicator of nutrient 
starvation, the hydrolysis rate of Lon substrates may not a priority when both 
proteotoxic stress and nutrient limitation are present.   
 
While the knowledge on DnaA degradation upon nucleotide pool changes is 
lacking, Caulobacter DnaA levels are down-regulated under nutrient stress 
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conditions, such as carbon starvation or entry stationary phase growth, indicating 
DnaA still gets degraded when energy level is reduced (Gorbatyuk and 
Marczynski, 2005; Lesley and Shapiro, 2008; Leslie et al., 2015).  Under those 
conditions, DnaA depletion helps the transition from growth to defense state.  
While it was suggested that there might be enhanced degradation during 
starvation, the recent study showed the degradation remains largely unchanged, 
but the translation is repressed by a mechanism involving the 5'-untranslated 
leader sequence of the dnaA transcript plays a key role in this regulation (Leslie 
et al., 2015).   However, since the global folding state under stress condition is 
unclear, we could not conclude the direction of Lon activity change. Furthermore, 
whether other proteases involve in DnaA degradation under nutrient starvation is 
unclear.  In Chapter 4, I will show another energy-dependent protease in 
Caulobacter crescentus, ClpAP, plays an important role during nutrient downshift 
and has enhanced DnaA degradation when cells enter stationary phase.  
Therefore, the net degradation rate could remain the same when Lon-dependent 
degradation is compromised under low energy level by compensational 
degradation through an alternative degradation pathway.   
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CHAPTER 3 
LON PROTEASE RECOGNIZES DNAA THROUGH THE COORDINATION OF 
MULTIPLE DEGRADATION DETERMINANTS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As we showed in the previous chapter, in Caulobacter crescentus, DnaA 
degradation is principally dependent on the Lon protease, allowing cells to pause 
proliferation during protein quality crisis (Jonas et al., 2013).  It is now known that 
proteolysis also helps rapidly drop DnaA levels upon carbon starvation and 
nutrient depletion upon entering stationary phase, supporting its important role in 
sensing environmental changes (Leslie et al., 2015). Interestingly, recent studies 
showed DnaA degradation is associated with its functional state, that mutation 
locking DnaA in the ATP-bound form or impairing HdaA-mediated DnaA 
inactivation led to increased DnaA stability against proteolysis (Wargachuk and 
Marczynski, 2015; Liu et al., 2016).  However, it has not been characterized how 
DnaA is recognized by Lon protease, and whether the subsequent DNA binding 
changes this proteolysis.  
Here I will address how Lon recognizes DnaA for degradation. Denaturation of 
DnaA prevents Lon degradation, implying that the native protein fold is important 
for protease recognition.  We generated soluble DnaA truncations by limited 
trypsinization and developed a bioinformatic augmented mass spectrometry 
strategy to map those fragments.  After validating our results with recombinantly 
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produced protein fragments, we find that the DnaA AAA domain is sufficient for 
Lon binding, but not degradation.  We also find that a species-restricted N-
terminus sequence motif contributes to degradation and fusing this motif to a 
normally non-degraded DnaA from another species now allows for Lon 
degradation, but this motif is insufficient as degron for unrelated proteins. DnaA 
degradation is not inhibited upon DNA binding, but mutations that promote an 
active conformation of DnaA inhibit Lon recognition. Taken together, our results 
show that multiple DnaA determinants are needed for Lon recognition with some 
acting to anchor DnaA to Lon and others acting as initiation sites for degradation. 
This need for multiple degradation elements likely extends to other protease 
substrates where single degrons are not easily identified.  
 
3.2 Dissection of DnaA to revealed proteolytic susceptible regions 
3.2.1 Limited trypsin digestion generated soluble DnaA fragments 
In the initial characterization of DnaA degradation by the Lon protease, we found 
that denaturing DnaA could abolish its degradation by Lon, even when unfolded 
titin was present (Figure 3-1a). This suggests that the native protein structure is 
required for Lon protease recognition, in contrast to known Lon role as a quality 
control molecule to degrade misfolded protein.  We hypothesized that dissecting 
individual domain in DnaA might reveal the degradation determinant.  There is no 
known Caulobacter DnaA crystal structure, so we first recombinantly produced a 
series of constructs based on boundaries defined by structure homologous 
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alignment.  Unfortunately, these attempts generally failed to yield soluble proteins, 
so it is critical to obtain more precise information on domain boundaries. We next 
used limited digestion to experimentally determined suitable cloning sites. 
Limited proteolysis is a well-established technique that can reveal structure 
information indicated by the accumulation of stable fragments in the course of 
digestion.  In this approach, an energy-independent protease is used, which 
recognizes specific residues (trypsin prefers cutting after Lys are Arg; 
chymotrypsin has a preference to cut the peptide amide bond after ‘bulky’ amino 
acid Phe, Tyr, Trp).   Since the flexible domain linker regions are the most 
accessible sites for digestion, when enzymes are used at low concentration, the 
yielded fragments from the initial digestion are most likely represent functional 
domains in the protein.   
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Figure 3-1. Specific proteolytic determinants reside in different DnaA domains. a.  
DnaA degradation by Lon was disrupted when DnaA was denatured with 6M urea or 
heat (45 °C). b. Limited trypsinization generates several soluble fragments (1-7) that stay 
in supernatant upon centrifugation (sup).  Some fragments (marked with arrowheads) 
are degraded by Lon. 
 
Given a suitable low amount of trypsin used, DnaA was digested into several 
distinct fragments ranging from 10-50 kDa that remained soluble (Figure 3-1b). 
To test if any of those fragments were susceptible to Lon-dependent proteolysis, 
we monitored degradation of the mixture by adding Lon and ATP.  Several 
fragments were clearly degraded by Lon while others were stable (Figure 3-1b).  
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Our interpretation of this result is that the degradable fragments are those that 
contain the minimal elements needed for Lon engagement.  
 
3.2.2 Bioinformatic analysis on trypsinization fragments identified Lon-sensitive 
domains 
In order to map those digested fragments on DnaA, we adopted Matrix-assisted 
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry to get more accurate 
masses, with which we hope to predict the Arg/Lys pair that yields the size 
matching each fragment.  While this method successfully brought the mass 
information, assessing the location turned out to be more challenging than 
expected, because the high abundance of Lys and Arg residues in DnaA leads to 
multiple candidate Arg/Lys pairs for each fragment (Table 1).  To overcome this 
difficulty, we moved to develop a bioinformatic approach to predict the limited 
trypsinization product. 
 
The bioinformatic algorithm first runs based on two hypotheses drawn from the 
nature of limited digestion: 1, when trypsin used was reduced to a certain level, it 
could yield fragment(s) from only a single cleavage event.  This assumption 
allowed us to determine which fragments generated were likely harboring only 
one cut from the internal region of DnaA, and ended with either N- or C- terminus 
of the full length DnaA.  2, trypsin generated fragments are produced in a 
progressive fashion, where there will be smaller fragments generated from 
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further cleavages of existed larger fragments as enzyme increases.  Therefore, if 
a predicted Arg/Lys cleavage site in large fragments recurs also in smaller 
fragments generated later, it is likely to be a true digestion site.  As a result, we 
can then utilize our algorithm to predict cleavage profiles based on the most likely 
initial cleavage sites, as well as cleavage re-occurrence.  After applying this 
approach once, we could find several cleavage sites with higher probability, 
which we assigned as a confidence score.  Next, we scanned through dataset to 
find fragments with at least one high-scored cleavage sites, and increased the 
confidence score to the other end of the fragment if its score is lower, assuming 
this fragment is a possible product of further digestion that was not found from 
the initial run.  This process was repeated for several times, until all the most 
likely fragments harboring highest confidence scores at both ends emerges from 
the dataset. 
 
I implemented this algorithm with Python and obtained the most likely digestion 
pattern: DnaA fragments generated by limited trypsination were predicted to arise 
through cleavage at four internal sites, K116, K142, R391 and K4 (Figure 3-2 and 
Table 3-1). The first three sites reside in domain boundaries as predicted by 
sequence homology, thus providing different combinations (domain I, II+III, 
I+II+III, II+III+IV, III, III+IV and IV). Cleavage at K4 occurs only at higher trypsin 
concentration and yields domain I without the first four residues at N-terminus. To 
validate our predictions, we performed Edman degradation on two candidate 
fragments (Fragment No. 4 and 6) and validated that these N-terminal residues 
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matched our prediction (data not shown).  A final validation was that we were 
able to clone and purify all these fragments successfully, suggesting that our 
hybrid approach could identify true junctions of soluble folded domains. 
Table 3-1.  Bioinformatic predicted trypsin digestion pattern 
Frag. 
No. Domain 
digest 
site range Mass 
1 I,II,III 391 2-291 42492 
2 II,III,IV 116 117-490 41477 
3 III,IV 142 143-490 38949 
4 II,III 116, 391 117-391 30237 
5 III 142, 391 143-391 27710 
6 I 4, 116 5-116 11929 
7 IV 391 392-490 11257 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Bioinformatic predicted digestion pattern. Limited trypsinization 
generates several soluble fragments (1-7) that stay in supernatant upon centrifugation 
(sup).  Some fragments (marked with arrowheads) are degraded by Lon (contrast 
enhanced zoom-in shown below). 
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3.3 Multiple degradation determinants exist in DnaA 
3.3.1 The AAA+ ATPAse domain of DnaA has strongest affinity with Lon 
In vitro degradations of the purified proteins were consistent with the degradation 
of the initial trypsinization mixture. Specifically, the recombinant proteins 
produced according to our prediction of those bands showed the same 
stability/degradation profile (Figure 3-3a, 3-3b, comparing with Figure 3-1a).  The 
summary results of our degradation reactions are: (1) The N-terminal domain I 
(residues 2-116) is not degraded; (2) The remaining portion of DnaA without the 
N-terminal domain (117-490) is degraded; (3) The middle linker domain II and 
ATPase domain III (residues 117-391) is degraded. (4). The C-terminus/domain 
IV alone (residues 392-490) is not degraded by Lon.  Together, the composition 
of fragments degraded by Lon highlights the importance of the linker region (117-
142) as well as ATPase domain (143-391) for recognition by Lon protease.  
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Figure 3-3. Purified DnaA fragments reveal degradation-prone and Lon-binding 
regions. a.  In vitro degradation of purified DnaA domains by the Lon protease. 
Numbers indicate residue boundaries for each fragment, cartoons of domains shown for 
each fragment.  b. Quantification of DnaA degradation and fragment degradation rates.  
Error bars represents standard error from three separate experiments for each construct. 
c.  Binding of DnaA truncations and Lon using spin filtration through a 100kDa cutoff 
membrane (T: total; F: filtrate; R: retentate). DnaA fragments containing the ATPase 
domain (domain III) are retained when Lon was present. 
 
Next, we tested if these fragments could directly bind Lon. For these 
experiments, we used an ultrafiltration spin concentrator with a 100-kDa cutoff 
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membrane, which is sufficient to retain the Lon protease, but allows smaller 
DnaA fragments to flow through. Therefore, DnaA fragments interacting with Lon 
will be retained by the membrane when coincubated with Lon. Using this assay, 
we found that DnaA fragments corresponding to domain II+III, domain III alone, 
and domain III+IV could bind Lon. The isolated N-terminal domain I and C-
terminal domain IV did not show significant binding. (Figure 3-3c).  These results 
implicate the AAA+ ATPase domain III of DnaA as necessary for Lon binding. 
However, domain III is not sufficient for Lon degradation.  
 
3.3.2 N-terminal flexible motif is required for DnaA degradation by Lon 
When we compared the degradable and non-degradable DnaA truncations, the 
domain II linker region (117-142) seems important for degradation by Lon (Figure 
3-3a). For example, Lon degradable DnaA fragments that contain this linker at 
the N-terminus are now stabilized when this linker is removed (Figure 3-3a; 
compare 117-391 with 143-391, and 117-490 with 143-490). Based on the 
domain affinity with Lon, this linker region might be dispensable for Lon 
interaction, but critical for initiating the proteolysis process upon fragment 
recognition by Lon.  
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Figure 3-4. N-terminus extension drives degradation only in the context of DnaA. a. 
Frame shift mutation in DnaA that recodes sequence in the linker region (117-143). b. 
Frame shift DnaA mutant is still susceptible degraded by an allosterically activated Lon. 
Note that Lon alone fails to degrade DnaAfs, similar to what has been reported for 
wildtype DnaA. c. Caulobacter DnaA (which is degraded) has an N-terminal extension 
when compared with E. coli DnaA (which is not degraded). d. Degradation of full-length 
DnaA and DnaA with N-terminal 22 amino acids removed (ΔN22DnaA). e.  Degradation 
of E. coli DnaA (ecDnaA) or an ecDnaA construct appeneded with the unique N-
terminus of Caulobacter DnaA (N22-ecDnaA) by purified E. coli (ec) or Caulobacter (cc) 
Lon protease. f. Degradation of Arc or titinC82E constructs with or without the additional 
N-terminal Caulobacter DnaA motif by Lon, showing the N-terminal motif alone is not 
sufficient to drive degradation. 
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To test whether this linker specifically played a role in Lon recognition we 
recoded this linker region using a frameshift strategy.  We removed the first 
nucleotide of codon 117, and appended an additional nucleotide at codon 143, 
so only the sequence in the linker region was recoded to create the frameshift 
variant DnaAfs (Figure 3-4a). We purified DnaAfs and tested its degradation by 
Lon.  Unexpectedly, this construct was degraded by Lon (Figure 3-4b).  Moreover 
degradation of this construct by Lon required the addition of an allosteric Lon 
activator (CMtitin), which we showed previously to be required for degradation of 
wildtype DnaA (Figure 3-4b).  Therefore, the recoding of the DnaA linker did not 
result in global misfolding of DnaA leading to Lon degradation (as this would 
result in proteolysis even in the absence of activator).  Rather, our data suggests 
that the specific sequence of the linker region is not crucial for degradation of full-
length DnaA. 
 
Why does the linker play an important role in degradation of DnaA fragments, but 
not for the full-length DnaA? One possibility is that there is another element 
present at the true N-terminus of native DnaA which plays a similar role as the 
linker with respect to Lon recognition.  Interestingly, Caulobacter crescentus 
DnaA has an extended N-terminus compared to Escherichia coli DnaA (Figure 3-
4c), and E. coli DnaA is a stable protein with no apparent degradation ((Torheim 
et al., 2000); Figure 3-4e). To test our hypothesis that this N-terminal extension is 
needed for degradation, we purified a variant of DnaA that lacks the N-terminal 
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22 amino acids unique to Caulobacter DnaA. In vitro degradation assays show 
that this protein was resistant to Lon proteolysis (Figure 3-4d).  This suggests 
that this N-terminal extension is a necessary motif for Lon degradation of 
Caulobacter DnaA. 
 
We next determined if this extension could act as a stand-alone degron for Lon. 
We first appended this 22-residue extension to E. coli DnaA and found that this 
fusion construct was readily degraded by the Caulobacter Lon protease. This 
fusion was also degraded by the E. coli Lon protease further supporting a role for 
the N-terminal extension of Caulobacter DnaA in degradation (Figure 3-4e).  
However, when we fused this motif to other commonly used Lon reporter 
substrates (Arc and destabilized titin-I27) there was no enhancement of 
degradation and in the case of titin-I27, we found inhibition of degradation (Figure 
3-4f).  We conclude that the N-terminal Caulobacter DnaA extension requires 
another determinant in DnaA, which likely resides in the ATPase domain III, to 
support Lon degradation.    
 
3.4 Intracellular Caulobacter DnaA proteolysis requires both determinants  
Our in vitro results indicate a need for the ATPase domain III and N-terminal 
extension of DnaA as Lon recognition elements, and we hypothesized that 
mutations in these regions would also affect DnaA degradation in the cell.  To 
test the importance of the N-terminal extension, we appended an M2-FLAG tag 
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(DYKDDDK) to block the N-terminus of DnaA. This allele had previously been 
shown to be able to support chromosome replication  (Jonas et al., 2011; Jonas 
et al., 2013). Consistent with a role for the specific native N-terminus, we found 
that M2DnaA was resistant to degradation in the cell (Figure 3-5a).  However, 
this allele likely also renders certain defect in function, since it reduces cell size 
and also lower population fitness comparing to wildtype DnaA even Lon is absent 
(Figure S2). Next, we cloned and purified M2DnaA and showed that it also failed 
to be proteolyzed in vitro (Figure 3-5b). Additionally, the role of the ATPase 
domain in DnaA degradation had been indirectly explored in prior work, which 
suggests an ATPase domain mutation, R357A, down-regulated degradation by 
Lon in vivo.  Here we found in vitro, this mutant is also resistant to degradation 
((Wargachuk and Marczynski, 2015; Liu et al., 2016), Figure 3-5b).  Since R357A 
mutant we purified shares similar global folding conformation as DnaA (Figure 
S1), the resistance of degradation is likely resulted from small changes in the 
protein or direct disruption of degron located at R35A residue.   
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Figure 3-5. Mutations in domain III and N-terminus produce proteolytic resistant 
alleles. a.  A N-terminally M2-FLAG-tagged DnaA (M2-DnaA) is resistant to degradation 
when expressed in Caulobacter crescentus. Degradation was monitored by addition of 
antibiotic to shut off translation, then levels of DnaA were monitored by Western blots. 
For the right hand gel, M2-DnaA was induced from a plasmid using the vanillate 
inducible promoter for 2 hours prior to shutoff. b. Purified DnaA mutants with changes in 
either ATPase domain (R357A) or blocking the N-terminus (M2-DnaA) fail to be 
degraded as well as wildtype DnaA.  
 
3.5 Discussion  
The regulated proteolysis of DnaA by the Lon protease in Caulobacter 
crescentus is an important aspect of the nutritional and proteotoxic stress 
responses of this bacterium. In our work, we show how different regions of DnaA 
contribute to its post-translational regulation by the Lon protease.  We find that 
the ATPase domain of DnaA is critical for Lon binding, providing foundations for 
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activity associated protein level regulation as indicated by Arg357 mutant as well 
as HdaA deficient strain (Wargachuk and Marczynski, 2015).  N-terminal motif is 
also essential for proteolysis, likely by offering a flexible arm for protease pore 
engagement.  Given the need to robustly regulate replication initiation in 
response to environmental changes in all bacteria, it will also be interesting to 
identify if diversity among other DnaA orthologs might also impart changes in 
their proteolytic susceptibility. 
 
 
Figure 3-6.  Model of DnaA recognition by Lon protease.  Lon degradation of DnaA 
requires at least two elements. The ATPase domain III acts as an anchoring site that 
binds Lon, but on its own, this is insufficient for degradation.  The N-terminal extension 
of Caulobacter DnaA acts as an initiation site for DnaA degradation. 
 
Our work suggests that mechanism governing DnaA degradation by Lon falls 
outside of two classes of Lon substrate.  Our working model is that for full-length 
DnaA degradation, the ATPase domain III binds to Lon and anchors DnaA to the 
protease, while the N-terminal extension is used as the initiating recognition site 
for Lon engagement (Figure 3-6).  Alternately, the N-terminal extension could 
serve as a modulator of the ATPase domain conformation. However, because 
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both removal of the N-terminal extension and masking of the N-terminus through 
epitope tagging (Figure 3-5) cause a loss in DnaA degradation, we infer that this 
latter model is less likely. Our working model of anchoring/initiating is also 
consistent with our characterization of DnaA fragment degradation.  In this case, 
either the natural N-terminus or a linker region at the N-terminus is sufficient to 
work with the ATPase domain III to promote Lon degradation (Figure 3-3). A 
similar working model has been described for other AAA+ proteases.  For 
example, degradation of MuA by the ClpXP protease requires recognition of the 
MuA complex via "enhancement tags" that promote ClpXP engagement at distal 
initiation sites more productively (Ling et al., 2015).  Similarly, the 26S 
proteasome recognizes the structured aspects of ubiquitin, but only initiates 
proteolysis at an unstructured region in the tagged substrate (Inobe and 
Matouschek, 2014). Given our findings, a noteworthy caution is that a 
degradation signal for a protease may not reside in a single motif and being 
aware of the need for separate anchoring or initiating sites in a given substrate 
may be necessary for understanding its proteolysis. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CLPAP PLAYS AN AUXILLARY ROLE IN DNAA DEGRADATION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Bacterial energy-proteases often bear their own substrate specificity and target to 
the different substrates, but studies also reveal that there are overlapping 
substrate degradation.  How those proteases target to their own substrate while 
also coordinate together to support proteomic balance, especially under adverse 
conditions, remain largely unknown. In previous two chapters I describe the role 
and mechanism of Lon protease in DnaA degradation.  Here I will show the 
identification of an auxiliary proteolytic pathway with ClpAP protease that 
contributes to growth stage specific DnaA levels in Caulobacter crescentus.  The 
work in this chapter is also published in Molecular Microbiology (Liu et al., 2016).  
The identification of this redundant proteolysis comes from an unexpected 
observation of ClpA-specific cell growth defect in Caulobacter crescentus that 
links ClpA with chromosome regulation.  We found that the replication initiator 
DnaA is directly recognized by ClpAP and characterize this activity both in vivo 
and in vitro.  ClpS inhibits DnaA degradation by ClpAP in vitro and suppresses 
ClpAP degradation of DnaA during normal growth. DnaA levels fall during entry 
into stationary phase and ClpAP activity is needed for the complete removal of 
DnaA during this transition. Although our previous work showed that Lon is the 
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dominant protease for DnaA during exponential growth (Jonas, et al. 2013), we 
find that upregulation of ClpAP can prevent the toxic accumulation of DnaA in the 
cells lacking Lon. Interestingly, Lon is deficient for degrading an active ATP-
bound form of DnaA, while ClpAP retains similar proteolytic kinetics for this 
variant. Consistent with this, cells lacking ClpA are especially sensitive to 
aberrant increases in DnaA activity.  Together, these results suggest that ClpAP 
mediated degradation may be controlling levels of active DnaA species in concert 
with Lon to regulate DNA replication during cell growth and development.  
 
4.2 ClpA is critical for normal chromosome division and DnaA levels 
4.2.1 Loss of ClpA results in cellular defects and aberrant  chromosome content 
During our exploration of the roles of other AAA+ proteases in Caulobacter 
replication and development, we found that cells lacking ClpA were defective 
upon extended growth in complex media.  In particular, initial growth of ΔclpA 
cells by standard inoculation into liquid complex media from agar plates showed 
similar growth to wildtype cells during the initial stages (<12 hours). However, 
growth of this strain for another 24 hours revealed clear defects. For example, 
ΔclpA cells were elongated relative to wildtype cells (Figure 4-1a, Figure 4-1b), 
failed to grow as readily from stationary phase upon dilution into fresh media 
(Figure 4-1c), and aberrantly accumulated chromosomes (Figure 4-1d).  
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Figure 4-1. ClpA influences long-term growth of C. crescentus. a. Morphology of 
wildtype or ΔclpA cells in nutrient rich liquid media (PYE) for short (1 day) or prolonged 
growth (2 days). Cells have reached stationary phase (OD~ 1.8) in these conditions. b. 
Quantifications of cell length after 1 or 2 days (n=200; error bars represent 95% CI). c. 
Doubling time of strains inoculated into fresh media from stationary phases after either 1 
or 2 days of growth (n=2; error bars represent SD). d. Flow cytometry profiles showing 
chromosome content of strains after 1 or 2 days growth in liquid PYE media. Sytox 
Green fluorescence is used as a measure of DNA content (see methods for details). 
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4.2.2 ClpA directly affect DnaA levels, especially in cells under prolonged growth 
condition 
We reasoned that this chromosome accumulation defect might be linked to 
misregulation of the replication factors.  Since DnaA levels are controlled partly 
through proteolysis and are growth phase regulated (Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 
2005; Jonas et al., 2013; Leslie et al., 2015). Interestingly, it was initially reported 
that the turnover of DnaA might involve ClpP related protease (Gorbatyuk and 
Marczynski, 2005).  However, our previous work showed that the dominant 
protease for DnaA was Lon, which degrades DnaA both in exponential growth 
and in stationary phase (Jonas et al., 2013; Leslie et al., 2015).  To determine if 
ClpA could be involved in DnaA regulation, we first compared levels of DnaA 
protein in wildtype and ΔclpA cells growing in complex media. ΔclpA cells grow at 
a similar rate comparing to wildtype cells (Figure 4-2a).  We took the cells from 
exponential phase (3 hours) and stationary phase (12 hours). Although DnaA 
levels were only slightly higher in ΔclpA cells compared to wildtype cells during 
exponential growth, this difference became more pronounced upon entry into 
stationary phase (Figure 4-2b).   
 
One hypothesis for ClpA’s enhanced role in DnaA regulation in stationary phase 
is that ClpA levels increase as the cells grow.  To test this hypothesis, we 
examined the abundance of ClpA at different stages of growth. Interestingly, we 
found ClpA levels increased when cells entering stationary phase, supporting an 
increased role for ClpAP dependent proteolysis in this growth stage (Figure 4-
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2c).  We also examined other protease-regulated factors and found that CtrA (a 
ClpXP substrate) and FtsZ (a ClpX/AP substrate) levels were not ClpA 
dependent (Figure 4-2d). Levels of the Lon substrate SciP were surprisingly 
reduced in cells lacking ClpA regardless of growth phase, which might contribute 
to the phenotype of ΔclpA cells.   
 
Figure 4-2. ClpA reduces DnaA levels in C. crescentus. a. Caulobacter crescentus 
NA1000 and ΔclpA strain grow comparably during the first day of growth.  b. Levels of 
DnaA, Lon and ClpP in wildtype, ΔclpS and ΔclpA strains during exponential growth (3 
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hrs) or entering stationary phase (12 hrs) as shown by western blotting. Quantification of 
DnaA levels shown below (n= 3; error bars represent SD). P<0.05 (*) or P<0.01 (**).  c. 
ClpA levels rise when cells grow into stationary phase. d. Levels of FtsZ, CtrA and SciP 
in wildtype, ΔclpS  and ΔclpA  strains during exponential growth (3 hrs) or entering 
stationary phase (12 hrs). 
 
Next we monitored protein turnover rate by measuring levels of DnaA following 
antibiotic induced arrest of translation.  Loss of ClpA did not dramatically change 
bulk DnaA degradation during the course of the assay, but loss of ClpS yielded a 
modest stimulation of DnaA degradation (Figure 4-3).  These results suggest that 
endogenous levels of ClpS inhibit most of the ClpAP dependent DnaA 
degradation during normal growth, similar to how ClpS inhibits ssrA-tagged 
protein degradation by ClpAP (Dougan, et al. 2002). This inhibitory effect may 
explain why the ability of ClpAP to degrade DnaA was originally overlooked 
(Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005; Jonas et al., 2013). 
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Figure 4-3. In vivo DnaA degradation rate is controlled through ClpS-ClpA 
pathway. DnaA degradation following translational shutoff by chloramphenicol in 
wildtype, ΔclpS and ΔclpA strains during exponential growth. ClpP levels shown as 
controls.  Quantification of DnaA is shown below (n=3; error bars represent SD). 
 
4.3 Upregulation of ClpAP restores DnaA degradation to cells lacking Lon  
Because Lon plays a major role in DnaA degradation, we were concerned that 
ClpAP proteolysis of DnaA may be masked by Lon activity during normal growth 
conditions. Therefore, we next asked if the role of ClpAP in DnaA regulation 
would be accentuated in the absence of Lon.  We deleted lon in a strain lacking 
the clpS-clpA operon to generate a triple deletion strain (ΔlonΔclpS-clpA). As 
expected, these cells grew poorly and showed elongated morphologies even 
under exponential growth conditions (Figure 4-4a).  All these effects were 
suppressed upon induction of ClpA expression, including a dramatic reversal of 
the abnormal chromosome accumulation (Figure 4-4a, 4-4b, 4-4c).  Western 
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blotting showed that increased ClpA levels were correlated with reduced steady-
state levels of DnaA in this background (Figure 4-4b). Most importantly, DnaA 
degradation was increased upon overexpression of ClpA (Figure 4-4d). Taken 
together, these data suggest that ClpAP can degrade DnaA and shield cells from 
the deleterious effects of DnaA accumulation when Lon activity is compromised 
and/or when ClpS is absent. 
 
Figure 4-4. ClpAP degradation of DnaA is crucial when Lon is compromised. a. 
Morphology and doubling time of cells lacking ClpS, ClpA and Lon (ΔlonΔclpS-clpA), 
either without (-van) or with (+van) vanillate induced expression of ClpA from a low copy 
plasmid (pRVMCS-2 Pvan-clpA). b. Steady state levels of ClpA, DnaA and ClpP in these 
strains. *: cross-reacting band. **: ClpA (note leaky expression in absence of inducer) (n 
= 2; error bars represent SD). c. Flow cytometry profiles showing chromosome content 
of ΔlonΔclpS-clpA, with or without vanillate induced expression of ClpA. d. DnaA 
degradation upon translation shutoff in ΔlonΔclpS-clpA cells either with or without 
vanillate induced expression of ClpA. 
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4.4 ClpAP degrades DnaA in vitro 
We next used purified components to reconstitute ClpAP degradation of DnaA. In 
these experiments we used a truncated ClpA that does not degrade itself like 
wildtype ClpA, but has otherwise wildtype activity (Maglica et al., 2008). Using 
purified proteins, we found that ClpAP alone was able to degrade DnaA and, 
consistent with the in vivo results, ClpS inhibits this activity (Figure 4-5a).  A full 
kinetic characterization (Figure 4-5b) shows that ClpAP degrades DnaA (kcat = 
6.9 +/- 1.5 min-1; KM = 13 +/- 6 mM) with lower activity than Lon (kcat = 8.0 +/- 0.5 
min-1; KM = 2.9 +/- 0.7 uM), supporting the stronger intracellular role for Lon in 
regulating DnaA levels.   We also validated that ClpXP is incapable of degrading 
DnaA in vitro (Figure S3), suggesting any ClpP-dependent DnaA degradation 
reported in early work would only result from ClpAP protease.   
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Figure 4-5. ClpAP degrades DnaA in reconstituted in vitro assays. a. DnaA 
degradation by 0.2 µM Lon and 1 µM ClpAP in the absence or presence of ClpS. b. 
Kinetics of Lon or ClpAP dependent DnaA degradation at various DnaA concentrations. 
Fits are to the Michaelis-Menten equation.  
 
We wondered if the differences in DnaA degradation by these proteases could be 
due to differences in recognition determinants dependent on the specific 
protease. The Lon protease is known to degrade damaged proteins upon 
recognizing their misfolded state, and we reasoned that Lon recognition might be 
more sensitive to DnaA conformational changes.  We tested this hypothesis by 
denaturing DnaA with urea prior to the proteolysis assays. The two proteases 
appear to recognize DnaA in different ways: denaturation of DnaA reduced 
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recognition by Lon, while denaturation of DnaA did not affect ClpAP degradation 
(Figure 4-6a). Note that the small amount of urea carried over from denaturation 
did not abolish Lon activity, since CMtitin was still degraded rapidly (Figure 4-6b). 
This result was surprising given that Lon is generally thought to recognize 
misfolded proteins and implies that a specific structural motif from the natively 
folded DnaA is recognized by Lon protease. By contrast, we speculate that 
ClpAP recognizes DnaA via sequence determinant(s) accessible in both folded 
and denatured form.  These results suggest that although DnaA is degraded 
through redundant proteolytic pathways, these pathways may serve different 
purposes of DnaA regulation under different conditions. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6. ClpAP dependent DnaA degradation is less sensitive to native DnaA 
folding. Comparing degradation of native and denatured DnaA by Lon and ClpAP (n= 3; 
error bars represent SD).  b. CMtitin degradation showed the remnant amount of urea in 
the final reactions do not affect global Lon activity.  
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4.5 Degradation of DnaA appears linked to its activity or nucleotide bound 
state 
Our overexpression data suggest the ClpAP can degrade DnaA, but that ClpS is 
normally inhibiting this activity. If there is truly so little DnaA degradation via 
ClpAP in vivo, why would loss of ClpA result in any aberrant chromosome 
accumulation?  One possibility stems from the fact that DnaA regulation is highly 
complex and DnaA activity depends on both its levels and nucleotide bound state. 
ATP-bound DnaA is the active conformation with higher affinity for weak DnaA 
binding boxes in the replication origin than the ADP-bound state. (McGarry et al., 
2004; Camara et al., 2005; Erzberger et al., 2006). Conversion between the two 
states is slow, requiring either exchange of nucleotide or hydrolysis of the ATP by 
DnaA, a normally slow process that can be accelerated by certain cellular factors. 
Based on our in vitro results, we hypothesized that ClpAP and Lon might 
recognize different DnaA conformations that might correspond to different 
nucleotide bound versions of DnaA.  To test this hypothesis, we used a 
previously characterized active constitutively ATP-bound DnaA mutant, 
DnaAR357A, which induces replication over-initiation and aberrant chromosome 
accumulation in Caulobacter (Collier and Shapiro, 2009; Jonas et al., 2011). 
DnaAR357A variant was degraded poorly by Lon in vitro, as shown in the 
previous chapter (Figure 3-5b), but ClpAP was still able to degrade this variant 
with kinetics similar to wildtype DnaA (Figure 4-7a), suggesting ClpAP-dependent 
DnaA degradation is less dependent of DnaA activity.   
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Figure 4-7. Mutant in the ATPase domain does not affect DnaA degradation by 
ClpAP. a. Comparison of DnaA and DnaAR357A degradation by Lon and ClpAP (n= 3; 
error bars represent SD). B. Degradation of denatured DnaA and DnaAR357A by Lon 
and ClpAP (n= 3; error bars represent SD).   
 
Denaturation of DnaAR357A changes its degradation by two proteases to the 
comparable level as denatured DnaA, indicating that once the substrate is 
denatured, the R357A mutation does not have an additional effect on 
degradation (Figure 4-7b, comparing with Figure 4-6a). Our working model is that 
while ClpAP does not dramatically affect bulk DnaA turnover, it is particularly well 
suited for degrading the active ATP-bound DnaA conformation.  If this is true, 
then the inappropriate retention of active DnaA may explain the reduced viability 
of cells lacking ClpA upon extended growth. 
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4.6 Loss of ClpA sensitizes cells to increased DnaA activity 
Our results so far indicate a role for ClpAP in regulating functional levels of DnaA 
in the cell.  Because an excessive amount of DnaA is toxic (Jonas et al., 2011), 
we hypothesized that ΔclpA cells would be even more sensitive to increased 
DnaA activity. Transient overexpression of wildtype DnaA from a medium copy 
plasmid was more toxic to strains that lacked ClpA (Figure 4-8a). However, no 
substantial changes in DnaA levels were observed between strains using this 
overexpression system (Figure 4-8b). We speculated that excessive 
overexpression of DnaA may result in so much substrate that the role of ClpA is 
masked in these circumstances and hypothesized that milder chronic 
upregulation of DnaA activity may better reveal the regulation of ClpA. Mild 
upregulation of wildtype DnaA from a low copy plasmid did not affect growth of 
either wildtype or ΔclpA strains (Figure 4-8c).  By contrast, this expression level 
of the active ATP-bound DnaAR357A variant resulted in poor growth for ΔclpA 
strains (Figure 4-8c) and increased levels of DnaA in extended growth conditions 
(Figure 4-8d). Morphology of Caulobacter crescentus strain without ClpA also 
renders stronger defect when DnaA or R357A protein overexpresses (Figure S4).  
Taken together with the increased accumulation of DnaA seen with ΔclpA strains 
(Figure 4-2), these data support a model where ClpA works in concert with the 
Lon protease to protect cells from the toxic consequences of excessive DnaA 
activity.  
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Figure 4-8.  ClpA protects cells from over-activation of DnaA. 
A. Wildtype or mutant strains carrying inducible dnaA on a medium copy plasmid were 
induced for 6 hours (0.2% xylose). Cells were serially diluted, then plated on PYE agar 
without inducer.  B. Protein levels in wildtype, ΔclpS and ΔclpA strains after 6 hours of 
DnaA induction and after an additional 6 hours following removal of the inducer.  C. 
Wildtype or mutant strains carrying dnaA or dnaAR357A on a low copy plasmid were 
serially diluted and plated on PYE agar with 0.2% xylose.  D. Levels of DnaA in wildtype, 
ΔclpS and ΔclpA strains during growth where DnaAR357A is continuously induced from 
a low copy plasmid.  Inset compares DnaA levels directly across all three strains and 
shows ClpP as a control. 
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4.7 Discussion 
4.7.1 The effect of ClpAP on DnaA activity is also affected by Lon  
Our study identifies DnaA as a ClpAP substrate in Caulobacter crescentus.  The 
ClpS regulator inhibits the degradation of DnaA by ClpAP in vitro and loss of 
ClpS accelerates the turnover rate of DnaA in vivo, supporting a role for ClpS in 
inhibiting ClpAP activity during normal growth.  Our triple deletion results suggest 
that ClpA plays an important role in regulating DnaA when Lon is absent or Lon 
activity is compromised.  One possible scenario is that under conditions where 
the Lon protease is occupied by high levels of other substrates, ClpAP can serve 
to support DnaA degradation to prevent unwanted accumulation.  This type of 
saturation has been seen in E. coli, where RpoS degradation by ClpXP is 
reduced upon upregulation of other ClpXP substrates (Fredriksson et al., 2007; 
Cookson et al., 2011).  Deletion of Lon, nevertheless, prevents ClpA increase in 
the stationary phase (Figure S5), indicating a more complex regulation system in 
the cells to enable the interplay among protease machineries. Identifying 
conditions that result in reduction in Lon activity is clearly an interesting direction 
for future work.   
 
4.7.2 The dual roles of ClpS in substrate degradation by ClpAP   
ClpAP appears to play a particularly useful role in eliminating residual DnaA 
during stationary phase, where DnaA levels fall and ClpA levels rise. Interestingly, 
prior studies showed that ClpA levels also increase upon entry into stationary 
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phase in Escherichia coli (Farrell et al., 2005).  Perhaps increased ClpAP activity 
in stationary phase is a universal feature of bacteria entering this nutrient limiting, 
potentially stressful condition. In addition, the ClpS adaptor can both stimulate 
and repress substrate degradation, allowing for switches in ClpAP activity.  A 
recent study in Agrobacterium tumefaciens found that levels of a ClpS paralog 
increased during entry into stationary phase, which suggests the potential for 
altering degradation by ClpAP in different growth stages (Stein et al., 2016). 
Finally, although we focus on the degradation of DnaA in this current work, we 
note that ClpAP also degrades the cytoskeletal proteins FtsZ and FtsA in 
Caulobacter (Williams, et al. 2014) and this activity may contribute to or even 
drive the cellular defects associated with ClpA loss in stationary phase cells, 
even though steady-state levels of FtsZ are unchanged.  In addition, the loss of 
ClpA may have indirect effects, such as the loss of SciP in ΔclpA cells (Figure 4-
2d), that might also contribute to the over-replication and cellular defects 
described here.   
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CHAPTER 5 
DNA PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN LON ACTIVITY REGULATION 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The earlier chapters illustrate how the nucleotide-binding state of DnaA affects its 
degradation. Since the replication initiated upon DnaA assembly at the origin, it is 
important to know the regulatory state upon DNA interaction. Lon is also a DNA 
binding protein, so the studies on the role for DNA in regulating DnaA stability 
require the understanding of the influence from each components. Previous 
studies on the DNA-binding behavior of Lon revealed the complexity and role of 
this interaction (Chung and Goldberg, 1982; Fu et al., 1997; Fu and Markovitz, 
1998), but whether there exists a general rule governing Lon-DNA binding 
remains unclear  It is an intriguing question whether the actual proteolysis of 
DnaA changes when Lon and/or DnaA is acting on DNA, and how is this change 
achieved.  
 
This chapter describes the efforts I spent on the effect of DNA binding on Lon 
proteolysis in Caulobacter crescentus.  The systematic investigation showed that 
DNA could both activate and repress Lon activity in degrading DnaA or other 
substrates in a sequence-dependent way.  When double-stranded DNA is added, 
it interacts with Lon, but has a minimal effect on the general proteolytic actvity of 
the protease.  However, when a DNA fragment is bound by both Lon and DnaA, 
it works as an adapter to bring the substrate and Lon to facilitate the proteolysis 
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efficiency.  In contrast, single-stranded DNA renders a great variety of effect on 
Lon activity. Bioinformatic and biochemical analysis revealed that a tetra Guanine 
motif, forming G-quadruplex in the group of ssDNAs, is responsible with strong 
Lon binding and activity inhibition. It was previously shown that Lon from human 
mitochondria binds G-quadruplex therefore our results suggest that G-
quadruplex can be a conserved feature of Lon in all domains of life.  Releasing of 
G-quadruplex ssDNA from Lon induces a burst of substrate degradation, 
suggesting it represses Lon by stabilizing a proteolytic intermediate state.  
Further investigation of the G-quadruplex on the genome shows the asymmetric 
distribution of the motif on the replication strand, suggesting a role for this motif in 
DNA replication. Expression analysis indicates that G-quadruplex has also an 
effect on gene expression, and in vitro transcription assay supports the 
association between Lon and G-quadruplex containing ORF during active 
transcription. Taken together, my work shows the complex DNA-induced Lon-
dependent proteolysis regulation in bacteria, and the evidence of both positive 
and negative regulations on the protease lays the ground for the further studies 
on the roles for Lon in a broad spectrum of biological processes, and may help 
develop novel therapeutic approaches by targeting Lon protease in mitochondrial 
defects as well as pathogenic diseases therapies.    
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5.2 DnaA box DNA works as an adapter to enhance Lon-dependent DnaA 
proteolysis  
5.2.1 DnaA box DNA enhances DnaA degradation by Lon 
To test the effect of DNA binding on DnaA degradation by Lon, we included a 
short DnaA binding motif as previously characterized (Taylor et al., 2011) in the 
degradation reaction.  This DNA motif (AACGGA TGATCCACA GGAGAG 
TCTGGC GCAGGG CGAGAG) contains a 9-bp short conserved motif (G1 box, 
underlined) flanking by 6-bp and 24-bp sequences at 3’ and 5’ end, separately, 
and for convenience we will name this motif G1.  Interestingly, the degradation of 
DnaA was significantly increased, but not the control substrate CMtitin (Figure 5-
1). To further confirm that the increase of degradation is due to the interaction 
between DNA and DnaA, we mutated the G1 box region in the fragment to either 
enhance or decrease its DnaA binding.  The mutations we make were based on 
the previous study, which showed that the second nucleotide (G) in the G1 box is 
the key for DnaA, and a G -> T mutation (named R1 DNA, because the mutation 
resembles R1 box in E. coli) increased the affinity with DnaA, while a 7-bp 
mutation in the G1 box region abolished the interaction (AACGGA gcgaCCcgt 
GGAGAG TCTGGC GCAGGG CGAGAG).  The degradations containing those 
fragments showed that DnaA affinity is actually critical for the enhancement of 
DnaA degradation, suggesting that G1 DNA might either: a. enhance the 
binding between Lon and DnaA, or b. change DnaA conformation to a less 
stable form.   
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Figure 5-1.  Degradation of DnaA with or without G1 DnaA box and its variants.  
The G1 box is a 39-bp DNA containing a 9-mer DnaA binding motif, and it specifically 
stimulates DnaA degradation by Lon but not CMtitin degradation.  Mutating it to a 
stronger DnaA binding DNA R1 still enhanced degradation, while mutation that removed 
DnaA binding motif disrupted the proteolytic stimulation.  
 
5.2.2 G1 DNA works as an adapter to enhance DnaA degradation by Lon 
To distinguish the above mechanisms (a and b), we took the Electrophoretic 
Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) and biochemical assays to examine the binding and 
mode of stimulation. First we tested whether Lon could bind with DNA by with a 
fluorescent-labeled G1 DNA (5’-FAM-G1), and found the presence of both DnaA 
and Lon induced the mobility shift of DnaA (Figure 5-2a), supporting the binding 
of both proteins with G1.  If G1 DNA enhances degradation by bringing Lon and 
DnaA together, the long 3’ end tail in the G1DNA can be critical for the effect 
since DNA length must be enough for two proteins binding at the same time.  To 
test this hypothesis, we took a shorter G1 DNA fragment (G1 short, AACGGA 
gcgaCCcgt GGAGAG). The short G1 DNA still interacts with DnaA and Lon, as 
shown by EMSA assay (Figure 5-2b). However, we found it no longer stimulates 
the degradation (Figure 5-2c). The results are consistent with the model that the 
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degradation stimulation by DNA occurs when both Lon and substrate are located 
on the same DNA. 
 
Figure 5-2.  Effect of DNA length on protein binding and DnaA degradation.  a. G1 
DNA can be bound by both DnaA and Lon as shown by EMSA of a fluorescent labeled 
DNA.  Serial titrations from 10 µM (DnaA) and 1 µM (Lon hexamer concentration) were 
used in the assay.  b. Similar EMSA assays performed on short G1 DNA showed the 
capability of protein-DNA interaction. c. The short G1 DNA could no longer stimulate 
DnaA degradation as G1 DNA.  5 µM DNA were used in the standard proteolysis assay.   
 
Next, we directly tested the simultaneous binding of G1 DNA with Lon and DnaA.  
In the EMSA assay, if both proteins are present and interact with G1 at the same 
time, we would expect to observe an increased mobility shift comparing to only 
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one protein is present with DNA.  Consistent with the model, the incubation 
between two proteins and G1 not only increased the total mobility shift, but also 
revealed a high molecular weight band that was not present when a single type 
of protein was incubated with G1 (Figure 5-3a).  In contrast, incubating the same 
levels of Lon and DnaA did not result in the same ‘super-shift’ on the short DNA 
(G1 short), supporting the need for the simultaneous binding of two proteins on 
the same DNA (Figure 5-3a).   
 
Figure 5-3. DNA works as an adapter to increase DnaA recognition by Lon.  a. 
EMSA showed that the presence of both DnaA (0.5 µM) and Lon (0.2 µM) on long 
version of G1 DNA led to a super-shift of DNA, while on the short version of G1 did not 
have similar effect, indicating two proteins Lon interact with G1 DNA at the same time 
when there is enough length.  b. The increasing level of G1 DNA in the proteolysis assay 
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had a different effect when it passes a concentration threshold, supporting the adaptor 
role in degradation.  c. The cartoon illustrates the adaptor model of DNA.  
 
Since all our previous results support an adaptor role for G1 DNA in bridging 
DnaA recognition by Lon, we next tested this model biochemically.  An important 
feature of adaptor molecule in the enzymatic reaction is that within a 
concentration range the reaction rate increases along with the increasing adaptor 
levels, but when the adaptor concentration goes beyond a certain level it can 
decrease reaction rate due to the lower molecule occupancy rate.  In contrast, if 
the G1 DNA working mechanism goes with another model, which modulate DnaA 
conformation to make it more accessible to Lon, increasing G1 DNA 
concentration should never decrease the degradation rate.  Actually, we found 
the G1 DNA could maximize the degradation when presented around 1 µM, while 
higher levels had decreased effect on degradation enhancement (Figure 5-3b).  
Therefore, our biochemical analysis further supported the adaptor role of G1 
DNA in DnaA degradation.  Taken together, DNA could work as an adaptor of 
Lon to degrade substrate when substrate protein interacts with the same DNA 
molecule (Figure 5-3b), and this might be a general proteolytic regulation 
mechanism by Lon to allow degradation specificity change during different 
processes in bacteria.   
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5.2.3 Intracellular DNA binding competitors could suppress the adapting role for 
dsDNA 
In our current model DNA could recruit Lon to degrade DNA-binding substrate, 
such as DnaA, so we hypothesize that other DNA binding proteins in the DNA 
also interferes with substrate degradation by Lon.  DnaA binding drives DNA 
replication initiation in Caulobacter crescentus, while another molecule, CtrA, 
binds replication origin competitively and inhibits replication initiation.  Our results 
on proteolysis indicate that upon exposure of dsDNA at replication origin, Lon 
might be recruited and degrade dsDNA bounded DnaA faster, while when CtrA 
comes to displace DnaA, dsDNA could not act as an adaptor to enhance 
degradation, and thus providing a double secured mechanism to prevent over-
initiation.  We tested this hypothesis in vitro with a longer DNA fragment which 
contains a partially overlapping CtrA binding site at 5’ end of the G1 box.  The 
hypothesis is that CtrA-bounded DNA can not be bound by DnaA, so the 
degradation stimulation is no longer supported (Figure 5-4a). The addition of 
CtrA indeed reduced the degradation enhancement by DNA, supporting our 
hypothesis (Figure 5-4b, 5-4c).  As a result, our results support an adaptor role 
for dsDNA binding in recruiting Lon and DNA binding substrate to induce faster 
degradation.  
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Figure 5-4. Effect or CtrA on DNA-mediated DnaA degradation stimulation.  a. The 
cartoon illustrates the proposed action of CtrA when DNA bridges proteolysis.  b. In vitro 
degradation showed that the stimulatory effect of G1 DNA containing CtrA binding site 
can be inhibited when CtrA was added to the reaction.  c. Quantification showed the 
DnaA levels change under different conditions.  
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5.3 G-quadruplex DNA inhibits the proteolytic activity of Lon 
5.3.1 ssDNA modulates Lon activity in a strand and sequence dependent manner 
In our initial examination on Lon-DNA interaction, we noticed that the extracted 
genomic DNA decreased the activity of Lon in degrading unfolded substrates 
(Figure 5-5a).  This might be a general effect of DNA on Lon regardless of 
sequence, or there can be a specific feature in certain DNA sequence that leads 
to tight Lon binding and function regulation.  To further identify the feature of 
DNA that drives Lon modulation, we tested several ssDNA and dsDNA on Lon 
proteolytic activity.  Interestingly, we found that the dsDNA fragments did not 
change degradation rate, while several ssDNAs caused slower degradation to 
the various degrees (Figure 5-5a).  Importantly, annealing those inhibitory 
ssDNAs with their reverse complementary oligo diminishes the inhibitory effect 
on Lon protease, indicating those DNA’s effect on Lon is both sequence and 
strand specific.  
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Figure 5-5. Analysis on the effect of various types of DNA on Lon activity. a. The 
effect of different types of DNA in regulating Lon activity using unfolded titin degradation 
as a measurement.  The ssDNA and dsDNA were randomly chosen.  b. The profile of 
Lon proteolytic activity change with 98 different single strand DNA showed a large 
variety of effect of DNA on the Lon function.   
 
To further examine the effect of single-stranded DNA on Lon protease, we took a 
random collection of 98 short DNA oligos from our cloning library in the lab and 
tested their effect on the proteolytic activity of Lon.  Interestingly, our oligo 
collection had a variety of effect on Lon activity, changing degradation from 20% 
(most inhibitory) to 180% (most stimulatory) of regular level. The results suggest 
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that DNA has a strong role in substrate degradation by Lon in a sequence 
dependent manner.    
 
Next, we performed a series of bioinformatic analysis on the oligo collection to 
identify the pattern for protease modulation. We did not found a correlation 
between activity changes with nucleotides composition, DNA length or secondary 
structure (Figure 5-6a, 5-6b, 5-6c).  We then sub-populated the oligos with most 
inhibitory effect (activity < 40%, 14 oligos) and compare the consensus motif in 
this group with the non-effective group (activity between 80% to 100%, 14 
oligos), but failed to identify a conserved motif.  However, we noticed that the 
inhibitory group did feature a G-rich short sequence (KGBGN, with conserved G 
at 2nd and 4th positions, K: G or T, B: not A, N: any base, Figure Figure 5-6d).  
We hypothesized that there might be shorter sequence repeats, instead of a 
longer consensus motif, in the inhibitory oligo group.  We developed another 
bioinformatic algorithm searching for 3-mer or 4-mer repeats highly presented in 
the inhibitory group in comparing to control group.   Interestingly, 4-mer repeat 
analysis (allowing one mismatch) highlighted a G-tetra repeats enriched in the 
inhibitory group, but not in control group (Figure 5-6e), which might be the key 
feature in short DNA that inhibits Lon activity.  
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Figure 5-6.  Bioinformatic analysis on 98 oligos. Function regulation on Lon is not 
dependent on nucleotide composition (a), length (b) or secondary structure (c, stem-loop 
structure), and has very week consensus motif pattern (d).  e. When considering short 
repeats in the Lon inhibitory DNAs, we found G-tetra motif was highlighted in this group 
comparing to the control group.    
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5.3.2 ssDNA forming G-quadruplex is essential for Lon protease biding and 
activity regulation 
It was previously reported that human mitochondria Lon has a high affinity with 
the ssDNA containing G-quadruplex (Si-Han Chen et al., 2008).  Given our 
bioinformatic results, we hypothesized that G-quadruplex might be presented in 
our inhibitory ssDNAs and mediates Lon interaction.  Mutating the G tetra 
sequence in the inhibitory oligo, OPC498, diminished the Lon inhibition, while 
introducing mutation that disrupts secondary structure did not result in any 
change, supporting G tetra sequence as the most important feature for Lon 
activity modulation (Figure 5-7a, 5-7b).  Furthermore, when we tested the 
previously characterized G-quadruplex-forming DNA from human mtLon study, it 
exhibited a similar inhibitory effect as our oligo, supporting the importance of G-
quadruplex in Lon modulation (Figure 5-7b).   
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Figure 5-7. Effect of mutations in a G-tetra containing DNA (OPC498) on 
proteolysis and Lon binding.  a. The most inhibitory ssDNA has two G-tetra motifs, 
and we make two different mutations: the one disrupting the secondary structure but 
retaining G-tetra motifs, and another one mutating the G-tetra motifs. b. The disruption of 
G-tetra motif abashed the inhibitory effect of DNA, while the hairpin structure was 
dispensable for Lon regulation.  A previously characterized G-quadruplex forming 
ssDNA (LSPas) also strongly inhibits Lon activity. c. EMSA of OPC498 and its two 
variants showed that the high molecular weight complex can be formed when G-tetra 
motifs are present, supporting the G-quadruplex formation. d. EMSA on three DNAs 
showed that Lon interacts more strongly with the high molecular weight DNA complex 
(G-quadruplex) than with monomer species (the lowest band).  
 
Next, we tested whether this Lon protease actually binds G-quadruplex by EMSA 
(electricity mobility shift assay) with a fluorophore end labeled DNA (5’ 6FAM 
labeling).  Majority ssDNA runs as a monomer DNA species with native PAGE, 
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while there were some larger DNA fragments with various sizes appeared, likely 
due to the multi-form of ssDNA resulted from inter-strand G-quadruplex as well 
as secondary hairpin structure in this oligo.  The mutation that removes hairpin 
did not result in the disappearance of high molecular weight bands, while 
mutating G-tetra reduced the DNA to only one species (Figure 5-7c).  The 
multiple bands are likely resulting from two G-tetra motifs in OPC498 allowing for 
concatenated intermolecular G-quadruplex complex.  To investigate whether Lon 
directly interact with G-quadruplex, we incubated DNA with various concentration 
of Lon protease and monitored band shift with EMSA on 0.8% agarose gel.   The 
higher molecular weight DNA species has a higher affinity towards Lon, while the 
monomer species also exhibited weak binding affinity as shown previously a non-
specific DNA binding feature of Lon protease (Figure 5-7d).  Taken together, the 
ssDNA containing G-tetra sequence forms inter-strand G-quadruplex, driving 
high affinity Lon binding and activity inhibition. 
 
5.3.3 G-quadruplex stabilizes Lon in a reaction intermediate state 
Lon inhibition might come from suppression on one or several of substrate 
degradation steps, including substrate engagement, unfolding and translocation 
through ATPase chamber, and the actual peptide bond hydrolysis in the 
proteolytic chamber.  We analyzed the effect of OPC498 on degradation kinetics 
upon substrate titration and found a high concentration of substrate suppresses 
the DNA mediated inhibition (Figure 5-8a, 5-8b).  We hypothesized that if the 
inhibition was due to competitive binding between DNA and substrate to Lon 
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protease, we would expect to see the loss of migration of DNA with Lon when the 
substrate is added in the EMSA. However, even the saturate concentration of 
substrate was not sufficient to disassociate Lon and G-quadruplex (Figure 5-8c).  
Alternatively, we proposed that the effect might come from the counteractive 
effect from the substrate to alleviate the inhibition on Lon.   
 
Figure 5-8. The effect of substrate and salt on G-quadruplex dependent 
proteolysis inhibition.  a. FLtitin degradation by Lon is only inhibited when the 
substrate concentration is low. b. FLcasein, another substrate of Lon, also has a similar 
concentration-dependent inhibition pattern.  c. EMSA of OPC498ΔHP showed that high 
concentration of CMtitin did not result in disassociation of DNA and protease. d. The 
interaction of G-quadruplex DNA and Lon is disrupted by high concentration of salt.   
 
During our exploration, we found that G-quadruplex interaction is disrupted by 
high salt, which indicates that the electrostatic forces drive the binding between 
Lon and this DNA (Figure 5-8d).  This observation provided a way to disassociate 
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G-quadruplex from Lon after they interact, and thus we can detect if DNA 
quenches substrate in the Lon chamber in a reaction intermediate state.  
Interestingly, we found the high concentration of salt also decreased Lon activity 
(Figure 5-9a).  Therefore, we expect that if there is a intermediate state 
quenched, releasing of DNA either results in disassembly of complex and no 
further degradation, which could not be distinguished from no intermediate 
formation, or could instead result in completion of the reaction, which will be seen 
as a fast proteolysis of pre-formed reaction (Figure 5-9b). Interesting, adding salt 
to the pre-mixed proteolytic reaction showed that for the reaction containing G-
quadruplex, the degradation increased rapidly upon salt addition.  When salt was 
added at the beginning of reaction without pre-mixed reaction to occur, there 
would be no increase in degradation (Figure 5-9c).  Interestingly, we noticed that 
adding KCl at 10 minutes of reaction led to an almost immediate turnover of the 
substrate at that time point, indicating an even faster degradation of substrate, 
which supports the reaction intermediate state (Figure 5-9b, second model).  
With more accurate fluorescent based plate reader reading, we found that adding 
KCl to the mixture did result in a higher rate of degradation compared to the initial 
degradation rate without inhibitor and salt (Figure 5-9d).  Our results support a 
model that G-quadruplex DNA interacts with Lon, slowing down the substrate 
procession by quenching pre-formed Lon-substrate into a reaction intermediate 
state.  This process could be overcome by increasing substrate concentration to 
push reaction forward, and thus the inhibition exhibits a substrate-dependent 
manner.  
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Figure 5-9.  Biochemical experiments to test a proposed mechanism of G-
quadruplex mediate inhibition. a. High concentration of KCl inhibits Lon activity. b. 
Two models of G-quadruplex mediated inhibition: preventing initiation of degradation or 
sequestering a reaction intermediate, and only in the second model releasing of G-
quadruplex could induce a burst of proteolysis. c. Adding high salt to the pre-mixed 
reaction activates the proteolysis of CMtitin.  The sample at the time point of 10-minute 
was taken immediately after KCl was added.  d. The fluorescence-based FL-titin 
degradation showed that adding KCl the reaction mix containing OPC498 resulted in a 
burst of degradation.     
 
 
5.4 Genomic analysis on G-quadruplex reveals biological roles in 
replication and transcription 
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Our work indicates an important mechanism for G-quadruplex in regulating Lon 
binding and function, and to study the formation and distribution of G-quadruplex 
in the genome is crucial for understanding the biological roles of this regulation. 
The formation of G-quadruplex requires the opening of doubledstrand DNA to 
expose a segment of singledstrand DNA, which might occur during DNA 
replication or transcription.  During DNA replication, the replication fork 
processes from ori to ter site on the chromosome bi-directionally, and two 
strands would expect different challenges in the replication: leading strand is 
synthesized continuously while the lagging strand synthesis is highly 
fragmentized and the Okazaki fragments are joined together later. It was 
previously shown in the yeast S. cerevisiae that stabilizing a G-quadruplex motif 
is unflavored only when it is located at the leading strand template, indicating G-
quadruplex is harmful for replication, and installing a long leading strand 
replication is less tolerant than affecting only one Okazaki fragment (Lopes et al., 
2011). The potential effect of G-quadruplex on genome replication in bacteria has 
not been addressed.  Therefore, I globally analyzed the distribution of G-
quadruplex formation motif in C. crescentus, and formed a reasonable 
hypothesis on the functional role G-quadruplex in DNA replication.   
 
G-quadruplex could also form during gene transcription, and the existence of 
such a complex is supported by visualizing a G-rich loop structure on the 
introduced plasmid that carrying G-quadruplex motif in the transcription non-
template strand (Duquette et al., 2004).  Since G-quadruplex forms on non-
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template strand during in vitro transcription, we could utilize this reconstitute 
system to investigate the interaction with Lon protease, and further understand 
how this potential interaction impact gene expression.   
 
5.4.1 Asymmetric distribution of G-quadruplex motif in the genome indicates its 
risk to leading strand replication 
Based on a strict definition of G-quadruplex motif, I wrote a small script in Python 
to predict the G-quadruplex in the Caulobacter genome with following criteria: the 
existence of (G3+N1-7G3+N1-7G3+N1-7G3+) in 30bp or less, where N refers to any 
nucleotide (A, T, C, G).  This ensures the motifs predicted are more likely to be 
true G-quadruplex sites when single strand DNA is exposed, while some recent 
study showed that the G-repeat with only two Guanine bases could also form 
less stable G-quadruplex.  Excluding the overlapping motif, the prediction 
revealed 385 potential G-quadruplex sites in the genome (Figure 5-10), with the 
asymmetric distribution on the leading (129) and lagging strand (256).   
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Figure 5-10. Distribution of predicted G-quadruplex motifs in the Caulobacter 
crescentus genome.  Note that the Caulobacter has a circular genome, but is linearized 
here for simplicity.  The template strand is shown by different colors.   
 
While there are more G-quadruplex on the lagging strand template, the two 
strands have different nucleotide composition, that the lagging strand is more 
enriched with Guanine due to the GC skew.  We calculated the nucleotide 
composition and found the lagging strand has 1.05% more Guanine than the 
leading strand (Figure 5-1).  Therefore, it is hard to conclude that G-quadruplex is 
favored on the lagging strand without comparing the frequency of G-quadruplex 
to the expected number given the nucleotide composition.  Next, we examined 
the expected G-quadruplex numbers in 1000 random 30-bp sequences based on 
the different nucleotide composition on the leading strand template and lagging 
strand template, separately, and found indeed G-quadruplex is less presented on 
the leading strand, but more presented on the lagging strand (Table 5-1).  Taken 
together, our results suggest that the G-quadruplex on the genome might harm 
genome integrity during replication, and the low frequency on the leading strand 
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might reflect an evolutionary adaptation to avoid detrimental effect during the 
replication process.    
Table 5-1.  The nucleotide composition, and G-quadruplex comparison between 
expected number and observed number. 
Template Leading strand Lagging strand 
A 0.1664 0.1619 
T 0.1619 0.1664 
C 0.3411 0.3306 
G 0.3306 0.3411 
Exp. G4 freq. 37.96±0.87* / Mbp  54.2±1.14 / Mbp 
Obs. G4 freq. 32 / Mbp  64 / Mbp 
*standard error 
   
5.4.2 Transcription of gene carrying G-quadruplex motif increases Lon binding  
We reasoned that Lon might also bind G-quadruplex formed during transcription, 
since it was previously reported that G4 DNA could form efficiently in the plasmid 
transcribed in vivo and in vitro (Duquette et al., 2004).  We constructed an in vitro 
pull-down assay with low-cycle PCR to test this hypothesis.  With a gene 
containing G4 DNA in the ORF region, we reasoned that transcription induced G-
quadruplex would increase the interaction between DNA and Lon, which leads to 
increased retention ratio when running transcription mixture through a Ni-NTA 
column loaded with a His-tagged Lon protease (Figure 5-11a).  The in vitro 
transcription mix had no effect on the binding between Lon and Ni-NTA resin 
(Figure 5-11b), and consistent with our model, transcription of a G4 DNA 
containing gene increased the DNA-Lon binding, as shown by the higher PCR 
intensity in the retention fraction (elution fraction) when gene transcription 
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occurred (Figure 5-11b, 5-11c).  Note that the G4 containing plasmid (cc_1288) 
without transcription also had a higher affinity with Lon comparing to the control 
plasmid (sumo-clpS), which might come from the random opening of double-
strand DNA and formation of G-quadruplex structure.  Our results support the 
interaction between Lon and G-quadruplex structure during transcription, 
indicating a role of protease in modulating gene expression and stability.  
 
 
 
Figure 5-11. The effect of G-quadruplex motif on Lon binding during transcription.  
a.  The cartoon illustrates the formation of G-quadruplex on the non-template strand 
during transcription, which might be bound by Lon protease. b. Incubation of two in vivo 
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transcription mixture with G-quadruplex containing ORF (cc_1288) and a control ORF 
(sumo-clpS) did not change the affinity of inactive Lon protease (LonS674AHis6) with Ni-
NTA resin.  c. Low-cycle PCR (20 cycles) of different fractions in the pull-down 
experiments. The in vivo transcription of cc_1288 increased its binding with Lon 
protease, but the transcription of sumo-clpS did not.  d. Quantification of the PCR 
results.  
 
5.4.3 Lon decreases the expression of genes carrying G-quadruplex motif  
Gene transcription in the cells is highly controlled for maintaining regular 
functions in the cells, and the Lon-mediated binding during transcription might be 
a challenge for efficient expression.  When we studied the distribution of G4 
motifs in the genome, we found the motifs identified in the ORFs are highly 
underrepresented on the non-template strand (Figure 5-12a), suggesting the 
selective pressure of this structure might drive the evolution to avoid its presence 
during transcription.   
 
Figure 5-12. Influence of Lon protease on G4 containing gene expression profile.  
a. Distribution G-quadruplex motif in the intergenic region, non-template strand and 
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template strand.  b. Deletion of Lon significantly increased the transcription of low-
expression genes containing G-quadruplex motif in the non-template strand.  
 
We decided to globally compare the expression levels of genes carrying G4 motif 
in the presence of absence of Lon protease.  The microarray data from three sets 
of independent experiments showed that the genes G4 motif in the non-template 
strand were affected most by Lon protease (Figure 5-12b), supporting the model 
that Lon binding to G4 structure prevents efficient transcription. Next, we 
analyzed the gene expression levels based on a recent ribosomal profiling data 
(Schrader et al., 2014), and found Lon has a strong role in the low expression 
genes with G4, but not in the high expression genes (Figure 5-12b).  Our results 
suggest Lon might be involved in many biological processes due to its DNA 
binding property, and its intriguing roles in the replication, transcription and 
protein quality control inspire further studies on the complex regulatory network 
this multiple function protease plays in bacteria.  
 
5.5 Discussion 
Our studies on the DNA binding revealed the complicated roles that DNA could 
play on substrate degradation (Figure 5-13). In vitro experiments shows that 
double strand DNA does not change basic Lon activity in general, but it could 
work an adaptor to bring Lon and DNA binding substrate together and increase 
the degradation rate.  However, we should also consider that DNA does not 
always bring Lon and DNA binding substrate together, since Lon might localize 
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on a distal region to the DNA binding substrate, in which case DNA binding 
actually prevents the chance of interaction. Therefore, the intracellular effect of 
this interaction is elusive, and requires further knowledge on the binding sites of 
Lon and DnaA as well as the spatial distribution of chromosome.   
 
 
Figure 5-13.  Summary of the role of DNA on Lon activity.  dsDNA could work as an 
adaptor to enhance degradation when both substrate and Lon locate closely on the 
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DNA, while the ssDNA could form a complex structure G-quadruplex, which has high 
affinity with Lon and inhibits its activity by stabilizing a reaction intermediate state.  
 
Single strand DNA could affect Lon activity both positively and negatively, and 
our analysis on the inhibitory ssDNAs revealed a specific structure, G-
quadruplex, that has high affinity with Lon and down-regulates protease activity.  
While the clear mechanism for G-quadruplex dependent Lon inhibition is unclear, 
it is likely that the interaction of G-quadruplex sequesters Lon-substrate reaction 
intermediate state. Since similar binding was found in human mitochondrial Lon, 
our finding suggests this interaction and modulation might be a conserved 
feature of Lon crossing kingdoms of life. Interestingly, transcription of genes 
containing G4 motif increases Lon interaction, and expression profile suggests 
Lon binding plays an important role in determining the levels of those proteins not 
only through degradation, but also the direct gene expression.  
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
6.1.1 The activation of dominant protease Lon for DnaA degradation links cell 
growth with proteotoxic stress  
One important finding of this study is that Lon-dependent proteolysis plays a 
pivotal role in down-regulating DnaA levels in a stimulated manner.  During 
protein folding crisis, not only Lon concentration increases through heat-shock 
regulon, but also the ability to degrade DnaA gets allosterically stimulated.  
Although allosteric regulation of Lon by substrate has been implicated, the 
previous study only focused on the artificial peptide or proteins, so the biological 
effect on endogenous substrates has never been illustrated (Waxman and 
Goldberg, 1986; Gur and Sauer, 2009).  The experiments on DnaA provides the 
first evidence that allosteric stimulation can also act on the endogenous proteins 
and directly change intracellular functions (Figure 6-1).  We also found that 
increased nucleotide exchange plays a role in this stimulation, yet the detail of 
Lon activation is still incompletely understood. 
 
The investigation on the DnaA degradation determinants by Lon reveals three 
important factors for its effective recognition:  1. The nucleotide binding state of 
DnaA which denotes its functional state; 2. The N-terminal motif which likely acts 
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as a flexible arm extension during DnaA engagement on Lon protease axial pore; 
and 3. The presence of DNA that either works as an adaptor for two proteins 
interact, or forms G-quadruplex structure and works as an inhibitor of Lon.   The 
existing of such complex regulations provides a effective way to modulate DnaA 
levels in Caulobacter crescentus in response to various growth conditions, while 
ensures the robustness of replication initiation when proliferation is preferred.  
 
 
Figure 6-1. Lon activity changes when cells encounter proteotoxic stress.  When 
protein quality is high in the cell, Lon is kept at low activity state and inhibited by ADP 
due to low unfolded substrate concentration.  Increased proteotoxic stress caused 
suppression of ADP and activation of Lon, and protease plays an active role in removing 
unfolded proteins in the cell.  
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6.1.2  The secondary protease of DnaA, ClpAP, plays a role in conditions that is 
nutrient-deprived and Lon is compromised 
Our identification of ClpAP as a redundant protease for DnaA may help integrate 
prior observations showing a possible role for the ClpP proteases in DnaA 
turnover (Gorbatyuk and Marczynski, 2005) with recent results illustrating the 
need for Lon in degrading bulk DnaA (Jonas, et al. 2013). Our working model is 
that during normal growth, Lon is the main protease responsible for DnaA 
degradation in part because ClpAP is inhibited by ClpS.  When cells enter 
stationary phase, ClpAP activity increases either due to increased protease 
levels or altering the role of ClpS inhibition. Consistent with this interpretation, 
DnaA degradation seems increased in cells lacking clpS and is reduced in cells 
lacking lon. Despite its secondary role during normal exponential growth, ClpAP 
limits the toxic consequences of DnaA overexpression even during this stage.  
This is especially clear when overexpressing the active ATP-bound DnaA variant, 
which is resistant to Lon degradation.  Together, our work suggests that ClpAP 
may act as a backup proteolysis pathway during stress conditions, working in 
concert with Lon or becomes dominant when the Lon protease is incapable of 
responding to increased DnaA activity.  
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6.2 Future directions 
6.2.1 Identify the mechanism governing allosteric regulation on Lon protease  
The mechanism by which Lon is allosterically activated is unclear. Understanding 
detail mechanism could provide important knowledge on Lon regulation for 
protein homeostasis, as well as help develop the novel therapeutics targeting 
Lon activity in certain pathogens to reduce infectivity.  
One future direction related to the body of this work is to identify the proposed 
allosteric site located on Lon protease.  Mutagenesis of Lon protease might be 
one strategy, while caution might be taken to avoid disrupting the basic activity.  
It was shown that residues 33-35 in the N-terminal domain of E. coli Lon are 
important for allosteric activity (Wohlever et al., 2014) by crosslinking 
experiments performed one a chimeric construct containing the N-terminal 
domain of Lon and the body of ClpX.  Whether those residues have conserved 
function in other species and work similarly on the degradation of other protein 
such as DnaA, is unknown.  Furthermore, it is also worthy to investigate other 
potential sites in A or P domain of Lon protease.   
 
Another important feature we found during activation is that nucleotide-exchange 
rate was enhanced.  It is intriguing to know how the rate is changed during 
allosteric activation.  Since Lon protease is composed of six identical subunits 
with all three domains of one subunit encoded by one polypeptide, the binding on 
one domain could render a stronger conformational change on other domains 
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comparing to the proteases carrying two domains from separate polypeptides 
such as ClpXP or ClpAP.  Testing the different nucleotide binding affinity directly 
on activated Lon and non-activated Lon by labeled nucleotide or nucleotide 
mimics could provide important knowledge on the mechanism of Lon modulation.   
 
6.2.2 Characterize the signaling pathway for proteolysis switches  
Here we found that ClpAP dependent DnaA degradation plays a more significant 
role during stationary phase, in which the adaptor protein ClpS likely subsides 
and ClpA levels increases.  Interestingly, we also found the increase of ClpA 
levels actually depends on the presence of Lon protease. Future work on 
identifying the signaling pathway to control the levels of ClpS, ClpA and Lon 
under different conditions would be helpful to understand the potential interplay 
between different proteases and the switch of substrate specificity of ClpAP 
protease with or without ClpS adaptor.   
 
Our finding on ClpAP dependent DnaA degradation provides an endogenous 
substrate of ClpAP that does not require the adaptor ClpS, but instead gets 
inhibited by ClpS.  It will be interesting for future studies to explore in Caulobacter 
crescentus how relative ClpS and ClpA activity may vary under different growth 
conditions to understand the biological function of this inhibition.  However, the 
limitations of the current work include the failure to obtain the antibody to probe 
ClpS concentration in the cell, and the lack of a control substrate dependent on 
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ClpS adaptor function. The future study should involve raising the ClpS antibody 
to accurate measurement of ClpA and ClpS, and control the activity of ClpS in 
the cell through monitoring the degradation of a ClpS-ClpAP substrate.  
 
6.2.3 Study the biological significance of DNA binding on Lon-dependent 
degradation 
The multiple effects of DNA on Lon protease activity shown in this work give 
important insights into the specific property of Lon protease that is overlooked for 
years.  The adaptor function of G1 DNA to bringing Lon and DnaA together for 
rapid degradation indicate that Lon protease may use DNA as a scaffold to build 
up substrate degradation hierarchy depending on the localization of Lon in 
related to different protein substrates.  Bacteria chromosome could also be 
protected by other nucleoid-associated, and not all the regions are accessible for 
Lon binding.  A future work would be identifying the its genome binding sites, and 
to determine the effect of DNA on the degradation of DNA-bound Lon substrates 
such as DnaA by the comparing the DnaA binding sites.    
 
Another related future work would be to characterize the biological significance of 
G4 dependent Lon binding, including the effect in Lon activity modulation and 
gene expression.  Caulobacter crescentus has a GC-rich genome, understanding 
the function of G-quadruplex and the relation to Lon protease would provide 
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insights into a different interplay between Lon protease and a great variety of 
biological processes other than protein quality control.   
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APPENDIX 1 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1.1 Growth conditions 
C. crescentus strains were grown in PYE (rich medium) or M2G medium 
(minimal medium), supplemented when necessary with 0.3% xylose, 0.2% 
glucose, 3% sucrose, 1000 µM IPTG or 0.5 mM vanillic acid/NaOH. Antibiotics 
were added in the following concentrations as needed for solid and liquid media, 
respectively: oxytetracycline (2 µg/ml or 1 µg/ml), kanamycin (25 µg/ml or 5 
µg/ml), chloramphenicol (1 µg/ml or 2 µg/ml) or spectinomycin (100 µg/ml or 25 
µg/ml). E. coli strains were routinely grown in LB medium at 37 °C, supplemented 
with chloramphenicol (30 µg ml−1), kanamycin (50 µg/ml), oxytetracycline (15 
µg/ml), or spectinomycin (50 µg/ml) as required. Canavanine was used at a final 
concentration of 100 µg/ml. Caulobacter cultures were grown at 30 °C unless 
otherwise noted and diluted when necessary to maintain exponential growth. For 
heat shock experiments, 20 ml cultures of Caulobacter were shifted from 30°C to 
an incubator pre-heated to 40 or 45°C, respectively, and samples were taken as 
indicated.  
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1.2 Cloning  
DnaA and DnaA variations were cloned with an N-terminal His6-sumo tag, which 
could be cleaved during purification by Ulp1 protease, and His6-sumo tagged 
constructs were ligate into expression vector pBAD33 between NdeI and SbfI 
sites, and transformed into E. coli for expression and purification.  Arc and its 
fusion construct were cloned after His6-sumo in pET23 vector between AgeI and 
NotI sites and transformed into BL21 pLysS strain (Invitrogen).  Titin-I27, titin-
I27C82E  and the fusion construct were cloned after His6 tag in pSH21 vector 
between XbaI and XhoI sites and also transformed into BL21 pLysS strain. For 
M2DnaA expression in Caulobacter crescentus, dnaA gene containing extra 
CACC bases were first cloned into pENTR D/TOPO vector (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific), followed by a recombination with Gateway LR Clonase II enzyme mix 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) into a low-copy plasmid destination vector pVan that 
carries M2-FLAG tagged at the N-terminal of DnaA.  The plasmid was 
transformed for M2DnaA expression in NA1000 strain.  30 °C was used for 
growth and expression, and 5 µg/ml Kanamycin (or 10µg/ml for growth on plate) 
was used to keep plasmid selection when growing this strain.  ClpA or DnaA 
overexpression strains carrying plasmids were generated by Gibson assembly of 
PCR product and double digested plasmids at NdeI and NheI/SpeI sites. 
ΔlonΔclpS-clpA strains were generated by two-step recombination cloning as 
described before (Jonas et al., 2013) with small revisions. The plasmid 
pNPTS138 with lon gene flanking region was transformed into ΔclpA strain or 
ΔclpS-clpA strains (Grünenfelder et al., 2004), and integration was selected by 
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kanamycin resistance.  Cells were grown in PYE media with 5 µg/ml kanamycin 
overnight, then back-diluted 1:100 into fresh PYE with 3% sucrose in the 
absence of kanamycin, grown for four hours, and plated on PYE + 3% sucrose 
agar to select for the loss of the sacB gene at the integration locus.  The 
recombination was screened by colony PCR with primers outside of integration 
locus, and sequencing the insertion locus validated candidate clones with correct 
insertion size.    
 
1.3 Protein purification and modification 
ClpS, DnaA and R357A mutant were purified by his6SUMO tagged protein 
purification protocol as described (Wang et al., 2007).  Exceptions to this protocol 
were that DnaA purification was carried in S-buffer (20% Sucrose, 25mM HEPES 
PH7.5, 200mM L-Glutamic acid potassium, 10mM MgCl2 and 1mM DTT), and 
further purified with an additional ion-exchange column (GE healthcare, MonoS 
G5/50) using a KCl gradient from 0.1M to 1M in MS-S buffer (20% Sucrose, 
25mM Tris PH8.5, 2mM DTT).  DnaAR357A mutant was further purified with a 
size exclusion chromatography column (GE healthcare, Superdex 200 10/300 GL) 
after tag cleavage. ClpA, Lon and its variants, and his-tagged ClpP were purified 
as before (Levchenko et al., 2000; Chien et al., 2007; Micevski and Dougan, 
2013; Gora et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2014), with additional ion-exchange 
polishing for Lon if necessary. The ClpA* construct used for in vitro assays is a 
stable variant where the c-terminal 9-residue degron has been removed, but 
otherwise retains the same proteolytic activity as wildtype ClpA (Maglica et al., 
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2008). Titin,  titinC82E, N22-titinC82E, Arc and N22-Arc and was purified as described  
(Gur and Sauer, 2008) using a GE superdex 75 size exclusion chromatography 
column with H-buffer (25mM HEPES PH7.5, 100mM KCl, 10mM MgCl2, 10% 
Glycerol (v/v) and 1mM DTT).  CMtitin was generated by carboxymethylating the 
two cysteines in Titin-I27-β20 with iodoacetamide under urea denaturation 
condition as described (Jonas et al., 2013). Modified protein was stored at 4°C in 
TK buffer (25mM Tris PH8.0, 100mM KCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 1mM DTT).  
 
1.4 In vitro Protein degradation  
Degradation for all constructs were performed at 30°C with following protease 
concentration except elsewhere indicated: 0.2 µM Lon6, 1.5µM DnaA, 1.5µM 
DnaAR357A or ΔN22DnaA, 0.2µM ClpA6, 0.4 0.2µM ClpP14, 2µM other DnaA 
truncation fragments expect 2-116 (5µM) or 391-490 (10µM), with 4mM ATP, 
15mM creatine phosphate (Sigma) and 75ug/ml creatine kinase (Roche) as ATP 
regeneration components. The reaction started by adding ATP regeneration mix 
to the protease-substrate solution.  Lon-dependent degradation assays were 
performed in TK buffer (25mM Tris PH8.0, 100mM KCl, 10mM MgCl2 and 1mM 
dithiothreitol), and ClpAP-dependent assays were performed in ClpA buffer 
(25mM Tris PH8.0, 0.4M NaCl, 10% Glycerol, 10mM MgCl2 and 1mM 
dithiothreitol ).  All the reaction was carried at 30°C. 10µl aliquots were taken at 
each time point and quenched with SDS loading dye (2% SDS, 6% Glycerol, 
50mM Tris PH8.0 and 2mM DTT), and examined by SDS-PAGE. The 
degradation rate was determined by protein band intensity change at different 
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time points analyzed with ImageJ 1.47(NIH) software.  Creatine kinase was used 
as an internal loading control in the quantifications.  To perform the degradation 
on denatured protein, urea was added to DnaA to reach 6M final concentrations, 
and the denaturation was carried overnight at room temperature.  Denatured 
proteins were then run through a desalting column  (Thermo Scientific) to remove 
excess urea and immediately followed by degradation components addition 
(protease and ATP regeneration system) to initiate the assay.   
 
1.5 In vivo protein degradation  
The degradation of in vivo protein was monitored by inhibiting protein synthesis 
upon addition of 30 µg/ml chloramphenicol into cells growing in exponential 
phase (OD 0.2-0.6).  At each time point, 1ml of culture was taken, centrifuged at 
15k rpm for 2 minutes and supernatant was removed.  100µl 2x SDS loading dye 
per 0.2 OD was added to the pellet, and the sample was frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
Samples in 2x SDS dye were then thawed, resuspended and boiled for 5 minutes 
for complete cell lysing.  Following centrifugation to remove insoluble material, 
extracts were then resolved on 10% Bis-Tris gels by running at 150 V for 1 hour 
at room temperature to be transferred to PVDF membrane.  Membrane was 
blocked with 3% milk in 1x TBST (Tris-based-saline with 0.05% Tween-20) for 15 
minutes, then probed with primary antibody in 1x TBST at 4°C overnight with 
following dilution factors: 1:5,000 dilution of DnaA antibody, 1:2,000 dilution of 
ClpA antibody, 1:2,000 dilution of SciP antiserum, 1:2,000 dilution of Lon 
antibody, 1:2,000 dilution of CtrA antiserum, 1:5,000 antiFtsZ antibody or 
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1:20,000 ClpP antiserum. Membranes were washed with 1x TBST for 10 minutes 
twice, and then probed with goat-anti-rabbit HRP conjugated secondary antibody 
(Millipore) with 1:50,000 dilution in 1x TBST at room temperature for 2 hours and 
excess secondary antibody was washed away.  The protein was visualized by 
the luminescence from HRP substrate (Millipore) on G-box (Syngene).  
 
1.6 Flow cytometry  
Flow cytometry to measure chromosomal was performed as described (Y Erin 
Chen et al., 2009) and analyzed by FlowJo v. 10.1 software.  Cell cultures were 
fixed in 70% ethanol overnight at 4 °C, and pelleted by centrifugation at 6000 xg 
for 4 minutes.  After removing supernatant, cell were washed by 50 mM sodium 
citrate, and resuspended in 50 mM sodium citrate containing 0.1 mg/ml RNase 
for at least one hour to digest intracellular RNA.  Samples were diluted in FACS 
buffer (10mM Tris HCl un-pHed, 1mM EDTA from 0.5M stock at pH=8.5, 50mM 
NaCitrate unpHed, 0.01% Triton X-100), stained with 2.5 mM SYTOX green and 
analyzed by flow cytometry using a flow cytometer (BD biosciences). 
 
1.7 Limited trypsinization of DnaA  
To perform limited trypsin digestion, a serial titrations of trypsin with 
concentration from 10µg/ml were added to 10µM DnaA in S-buffer, and the 
reactions were kept at 25°C for half an hour.  To stop reaction, 5mM protease 
inhibitor phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) was added to the reactions.  The 
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resulting fragments were partially saved for SDS-PAGE analysis, and the rests 
were subjected Lon-dependent degradation assay.  To perform degradation 
assay on digested fragments, the reactions were buffer-exchanged into fresh S-
buffer (no PMSF) with polyacrylamide spin desalting columns (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) and the supplementary components (Lon and ATP regeneration mix) 
was added immediately after the spin to initiate the reaction.   
 
1.8 MALDI mass spectrometry 
For the MALDI mass spectrometry, the digested fragments were purified by TCA 
(trichloroacetic acid) precipitation method.  In brief, an equal volume of 20% TCA 
was added to protein sample, and the mixture was incubate on ice for 20 minutes 
to allow precipitation complete.  Then spin the sample at 18,000 x g for 15 min 
and discard all supernatant.  Wash the sample with another volume of ice-cold 
10% TCA, centrifuge and discard supernatant.  Air-dry the sample pellet, and 
sent the dry sample to Mass Spectrometry Center at Umass Amherst for MALDI 
mass spectrometry .  
 
1.9 Bioinformatic prediction of trypsinized fragments 
Our algorithm to predict cleavage profiles based on the most likely initial 
cleavage sites, as well as cleavage re-occurrence.  After one around of this 
approach, we could find several cleavage sites with higher probability, which we 
assigned with a confidence score.  Next, we scanned through the experimental 
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dataset to find fragments with at least one high-scored cleavage sites, and 
increased the confidence score of the other end of the fragment if its score is 
lower, as we assume that this fragment is a product of further digestion that was 
not found on the initial run.  This process was repeated multiple times, until all 
the most likely fragments harboring highest confidence scores at both ends 
emerges from the dataset. We implement the prediction algorithm in Python 
(available upon request).  To ensure we include all possible digestion pairs, we 
assigned a high tolerance range to ±1% precision on each MALDI determined 
masses.  After multiple iterations of scoring and refinement, we were able to 
identify one specific Arg/Lys pair for each fragment. Python script is available 
upon request. 
 
1.10 DnaA-Lon binding assay with filtration-spin column 
To set up the assay, 120 µl reactions containing different DnaA domains were 
incubated with or without Lon protease at 30°C for 10 minutes with following 
concentrations: 5 µM DnaA truncations, 0.5 µM Lon6 and 1mM ATP-γ-S in TK 
buffer.  20µl of the mixtures were taken as the control for total input, and the 
remaining samples were transferred to a Vivaspin 500 concentrator (100kDa, 
Viva Product) and spun down at 15,000 xg for 10 minutes.  Flow-through fraction 
was collected, and the column was washed with 120 µl TK buffer containing 1mM 
ATP-γ-S and 0.05% Tween-20.  Proteins in the retention fraction were re-
suspended in 120µl TK buffer.  SDS loading dye was added to input, flow-
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through and retention fractions.  Samples were cooked for 10 minutes, run and 
analyzed on SDS-PAGE.  
 
 
1.11 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
DNA labeled with 5’ 6-FAM fluorophore was ordered from Integrated DNA 
Technologies.  For double strand DNA, labeled oligo was annealed with its 
unlabeled reverse complementary strand by heating at 95 °C and gradual cooling 
in TK buffer on bench.   0.2 µM DNA was incubated with various concentration of 
DnaA (2-fold dilution from 10µM) or Lon (2-fold dilution from 1µM hexamer) for 
10 minutes at 30°C in TK buffer containing 1mM ATP, and run on 0.8 % agarose 
gel at 80 volts for 30 minutes in EMSA buffer (40mM Tris, 20mM acetic acid, 
10mM MgCl2 and 100mM KCl, PH 8.5).  Gels were scanned by a Typhoon 7000 
scanner (GE health Life Sciences) and analyzed by Image J software.  
 
1.12 In vitro transcription and pull-down 
pET23 plasmids with the gene containing G4 motif (cc_1288) or control gene 
(sumo-clpS) was digested with NdeI to ensure stop of transcription. Transcription 
was carried out for 15 min at 37°C in reactions containing 25 ng/µL digested 
plasmid, 1 mM NTPs, and 50 U/mL T7 RNA polymerase (NEB) in the 
manufacturer’s buffer (Qiagen). We also set up the control group without T7 
polymerase addition.  After 15 minutes, 2 µg/ml RNase was added to the reaction 
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mix to digest the synthesized mRNA at 37°C for 10 minutes, and the samples 
were added to 1 ml Ni-NTA resion pre-incubated with 0.2 mg inactive His-tagged 
Lon protease (LonS674AHis6), washed by 25 ml TK buffer containing 10 mM 
imidazole, and eluted by TK buffer containing 300 mM imidazole.  To test the 
bound DNA levels, low cycle PCR (15-20 cycles) were carried on in all fraction, 
and analyzed by gel-electrophoresis.  
 
1.13 Sensitivity of strains to elevated DnaA activity 
Parent strains containing low copy or medium copy DnaA or DnaAR357A 
overexpression plasmid were grown overnight in PYE with appropriate antibiotics 
and inoculated into fresh media the next day (1:100 dilution).  Inoculated cultures 
were grown for 3 hours to allow cells to exit stationary phase, then 0.2% xylose 
was added to the culture.  For low copy plasmid expression, cells were diluted to 
desire OD, and 3 µl of diluted culture were directly spotted on PYE + tetracycline 
agar media containing 0.2% xylose.  For medium copy plasmid expression, since 
long-term overexpression of DnaA kills all strains, cells were induced for 6 hours 
at which point 1 ml of cells were taken, pelleted and washed twice with fresh PYE 
without xylose, then resuspended in PYE to reach OD 0.1.  Cells were then 
serially diluted to desire OD, and 3 µl culture were spotted on PYE + 
chloramphenicol agar plates without xylose.  Plates were incubated at 30 °C for 3 
days and imaged under white light (G-box; Syngene).  
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APPENDIX 2 
STRAINS 
Strain Description Source Resistance 
E. coli strains 
Acela general cloning strian EdgeBio Chloramphenicol 
BL21 (DE3) general cloning strian Invitrogen Chloramphenicol 
BL21(DE3)  T7-promoter driven 
recombination protein 
purification 
Invitrogen Chloramphenicol 
ER2556 Δlon  NEB Spectinomycin 
Top10 General cloning strain Invitrogen - 
DH5alpha General cloning strain     
EPC133 DH5alpha pQE70-
ccClpP-His6 
Chien et al. 
2007 
Ampicillin 
EPC225 BL21(DE3) pET23-
ClpA* 
Williams et al. 
2014 
Ampicillin 
EPC237 DH5alpha pBAD-
EGFPssrA 
Chien et al. 
2007 
Ampicillin 
EPC255 BL21(DE3)  pET23-
ccClpX 
Chien et al. 
2007 
Ampicillin 
EPC267 BL21(DE3) pET23b-
hissumo ClpS 
Williams et al. 
2014 
Ampicillin 
EPC460 ER2556 pBAD33-
ccLon 
Gora et al. 2013 Chloramphenicol 
EPC479 BL21(DE3) pET23b-
hisSumo-DnaAR357A 
Jonas et al. 
2013 
Ampicillin 
EPC481 BL21(DE3) pSH21-
titinI27-β20 
Gur and Sauer. 
2008 
Ampicillin 
EPC517 BL21(DE3) pET23b-
hisSumo-DnaA 
Jonas et al. 
2013 
Ampicillin 
EPC523 BL21 pET23b-
hissumo-delNDnaA       
Liu et al. 2016 Ampicillin 
EPC604 ER2566 pBAD ecLon                  Liu et al. 2016 Chloramphenicol 
EPC830 BL21 pET23DnaA1-
22titinC82E        
Liu et al. 2016 Ampicillin 
EPC849 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo M2DnaA       
Liu et al. 2016 Chloramphenicol 
EPC857 BL21 pET23-HisC82E 
no tag          
Liu et al. 2016 Ampicillin 
EPC878 Acela pET23-
DnaA22-titinC82E       
Liu et al. 2016 Chloramphenicol 
EPC965 Top10 pNPTS138-
UHR-DHR-Δcclon 
Jonas et al. 
2013 
Kanamycin 
EPC1022 Cell:Top10, 
Vector:pBAD33 
ccLonS674AHis 
this study Chloramphenicol 
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EPC1025 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA2-391    
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1026 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA2-116    
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1027 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA117-
490  
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1028 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA117-
391  
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1029 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA143-
490  
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1030 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA143-
391  
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1115 Top10,  pET23-
nosumo-CC1288 
this study Ampicillin 
EPC1152 BL21 pET23b-Arcst11                this study Ampicillin 
EPC1153 BL21 pET23b-N22-
Arcst11            
this study Ampicillin 
EPC1154 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-ecDnaA       
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1155 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-chimeric 
ecDnaA 
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1156 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA 392-
490 
this study Chloramphenicol 
EPC1157 ER2566 pBAD33-
hissumo-DnaA fs      
this study Chloramphenicol 
C. crescentus strains 
NA1000 wildtype laboratory 
strain 
Evinger and 
Agabian. 1977 
- 
SG400  Pxyl-dnaK-dnaJ Da Silva et al., 
2003 
Spectinomycin 
LS2382 Δlon Wright et al. 
1996 
Spectinomycin 
UJ1879 Δclps Grünenfelder et 
al. 2004 
- 
UJ837 ΔclpS-clpA Grünenfelder et 
al. 2004 
Spectinomycin 
UJ838 ΔclpA Grünenfelder et 
al. 2004 
Spectinomycin 
CAC16 CB15N containing 
dnaA-YFP at the 
native locus 
C. Aakre (MIT)   
CAC179 Cell: ΔClpP, 
ΔSocB,Vector: MR20 
Laub lab strain Tetracycline  
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pLacI-Lac-pLac ClpP 
CAC180 Cell: ΔClpX, ΔSocB, 
Vector: MR20 pLacI-
Lac-pLac ClpX 
Laub lab strain Tetracycline  
CauloPC309 NA1000 pRXMCS5-
dnaA (low copy DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
CauloPC310 NA1000 pRXMCS-5 
dnaA 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
CauloPC311 NA1000 pBXMCS6 
dnaA (medium copy 
DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Chloramphenicol 
CauloPC391 ΔlonΔclpS-clpA Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomycin 
CauloPC391 ΔlonΔclpS-clpA Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomycin 
CauloPC397 CauloPC391 
pRVMCS2 Pvan-clpA 
Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomyci,Kanamycin 
CauloPC416 UJ838 pRXMCS5 
dnaA (low copy DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomyci,Tetracycline 
CauloPC417 UJ838 pRXMCS5 
dnaAR357A (low 
copy DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomyci,Tetracycline 
CauloPC418 UJ838 pBXMCS6 
dnaA (medium copy 
DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Spectinomyci,Chloramphenicol 
CauloPC480 UJ1879 pBXMCS6 
dnaA (medium copy 
DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Chloramphenicol 
CauloPC495 NA1000 pRXMCS-5 
dnaA pBVMCS-2 clpA 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline , Kanamycin 
CauloPC496 UJ1879 pRXMCS5 
dnaA (low copy DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
CauloPC497 UJ1879 pRXMCS5 
dnaAR357A (low 
copy DnaA 
overexpression) 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
CauloPC526 NA1000 pBVMCS-2 
clpA 
Liu et al. 2016 Kanamycin 
KJ643 CAC16 +pCT133-
Pvan-dnaA 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
KJ644 CAC16 + pCT133-
Pvan-dnaA(R357A) 
Liu et al. 2016 Tetracycline  
ML2008 SG400 pCT133-
Pvan-dnaA 
This study Spectinomyci,Tetracycline 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
SUPPLIMENTARY FIGURES 
 
 
Figure S1. DnaA and R357A have similar protein structure and activity.  
a. Limited trypsin digestion on DnaA and R357A yielded same fragments.  b. DnaA and 
R357A have similar DNA binding specificity, that they both induced the shift of DnaA 
binding box (G1 box) but not poly dT (dT25). 
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Figure S2. Effect of M2DnaA overexpression in Caulobacter crescentus.  a. The 
size of cell cultures with DnaA or M2DnaA overexpression plasmid under induced or 
uninduced conditions.  b. Population fitness measured by the relative amount of strains 
carrying DnaA or M2DnaA overexpression plasmid.  Cells with M2DnaA overexpression 
exhibit reduced fitness in both wildtype strain and the strain lacking Lon, indicating 
M2DnaA renders additional toxicity to the cell besides degradation resistance.  
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Figure S3.  In vitro degradation of DnaA by Lon (with or without unfolded protein 
stimulation), ClpXP, ClpAP and ClpP.  a. The panels show the DnaA degradation and 
calculated halftime by different proteases. b.  The quantification of degradation, error 
bars represent standard deviation (n=3).  
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Figure S4.  ClpA levels at different stages of growth in different strains. a. Growth 
rates of wildtype, ΔclpA and Δlon strains in PYE.  b. ClpA levels in wildtype, ΔclpS and 
Δlon strains during growth in PYE.  
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Figure S5. Morphology of Caulobacter wildtype (NA1000) or ΔclpA strain with or 
without DnaA or R357A mutant overexpression.   
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Figure S6. MALDI mass spectrometry of partially digested DnaA sample.   
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APPENDIX 4 
 OLIGOS TESTED FOR LON ACTIVITY MODULATION 
OLIGO 
NO. NAME sequence  
 Deg. 
Rate% 
1 OPC223 TATTTAACCGGTGGTATGACCATGAA 15 
2 OPC224 ATATATGCGGCCGCTTAGCCCCGCAG 84 
3 OPC284 caccGCTACCGGTggtACCATGAAGGGCGG 65 
4 OPC344 ATATATgcggccgcTTAGtCgtcCAGCTTGcgcgtcagg 100 
5 OPC381 TCGCCGAGCTGGAAGGCG  118 
6 OPC382 CGCTGTCGGTGAAACGGTC  109 
7 OPC383 TATTTAACCGGTGGTCCGGCGGCGAA  114 
8 OPC384 CACCGCTACCGGTGGTCCGGCGGCGAA  111 
9 OPC385 
AGCCAGGACTTCTCGGCGGCGATCGCGACGGCTTGTGAGaaaggaatga
gca 146 
10 OPC386 
TATTTAACCGGTGGTACCATGAAGGGCGGGGTTGCCAGCCAGGACTT
C  16 
11 OPC387 ATATATGCGGCCGCTTACGCGCCAAT 102 
12 OPC405 GGTCCCGCCAACGAGTTC 119 
13 OPC412 CACCGCTACCGGTGGTGCGGCGAACGTCTG  97 
14 OPC413 CACCGCTCATATGACCATGAAGGGCGGC  64 
15 OPC414 
TGCCCTGCTAGCTTATTTATCATCATCATCTTTATAATCACCGGTGCCC
CGCAGCTTGCG 17 
16 OPC415 ATAATCACCGGTGTCGTCCAGCTTGCGC 39 
17 OPC431 caccgctaccggtggtACCATCGACGATATTCAGAAG 54 
18 OPC432 atatatgcggccgcttaGATGCGCTTCTCGCC 72 
19 OPC433 caccgctaccggtggtCGCTTCACCTTCGAGACC 72 
20 OPC434 atatatgcggccgcttaCTCCTGCAAGCCTTGG 61 
21 OPC458 CTTGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCGCGCCAATGCG  39 
22 OPC459 ATATATGCGGCCGCTTACTCGTGCTGGTTCTTGTGGTGGTGGT  20 
23 OPC460 GTCGTCGTCGTCCTTATAGTCACCGGTGCCCCGCAGCTTG 41 
24 OPC461 TGCCCTGCTAGCTTACTTGTCGTCGTCGTCCTT 57 
25 OPC466 TGCCCTgcggccgcTTActtgtcgtcgtcgtcctt 40 
26 OPC467 CACCTCTcatATGACCATGAAGGGCGG  42 
27 OPC468 CACCGCcatATGAAAGGAATGAGCAAAAT 90 
28 OPC472 gccgctctagaactag 101 
29 OPC473 CACCgcgcgctgtctcca 105 
30 OPC474 CGCCCTTCATGGTCATtcttactcggcgaacac 56 
31 OPC485 ATCCCCATGATTAACAGAGCGTTAACCCCA 67 
32 OPC498 TGGGGTTAACGCTCTGTTAATCATGGGGAT 12 
33 OPC503 CACCtgGAGCTCtggctagtttaagggtc 84 
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34 OPC504 CACCtgGAGCTCtttctagtgttgcaatctgtgatct 66 
35 OPC505 CCGCCCTTCATGGTCATgacccttaaactagccagcg 58 
36 OPC506 cgctggctagtttaagggtcATGACCATGAAGGGCGG 28 
37 OPC507 CAGACGTTCGCCGCgacccttaaactagccagcg 85 
38 OPC508 cgctggctagtttaagggtcGCGGCGAACGTCTG 154 
39 OPC509 ATATATctcgagTTAGCCCCGCAGCTTG 85 
40 OPC510 ATATATctcgagTTAGtCgtcCAGCTTGcgcgtcagg 51 
41 OPC511 CACCtgGAGCTCgtggaagctcaatccgagc 92 
42 OPC512 CACCtgGAGCTCaaggtctcgcgcttgg 167 
43 OPC513 CCAGACGTTCGCCGCtcgtccaccgccttg 113 
44 OPC514 caaggcggtggacgaGCGGCGAACGTCTGG 132 
45 OPC515 Tcgtccaccgccttg 92 
46 OPC516 gtccaccgccttgcacttcttactcggcgaacacg 29 
47 OPC517 cgtgttcgccgagtaagaagtgcaaggcggtggac 37 
48 OPC524 GtCgtcCAGCTTGcgcgtcag 79 
49 OPC525 TAACTCGAGATATATAAGGGTGGGCGC 48 
50 OPC526 CATTCGTCCACCGCCTTG 105 
51 OPC527 GCGGCGAACGTCTGGT 103 
52 OPC593 TATATAACCGGTggtATGACCGACGAGCAAACG 76 
53 OPC594 aagcttCTCGAGTtAGGCCTTGGCGTCGA 84 
54 OPC595 TATATACCCGGGggtATGCGCGACTATTACGAAATTCT 17 
55 OPC596 TATATAaagcttCTAGCTCCCCGTGACCTCTT 75 
56 OPC632 GATATACATatgTCCGAACTACGTACGC 83 
57 OPC633 CTTGCATGcctgcaggtta 98 
58 OPC634 GATATACATatgGGCGATCCTGACGATGC 81 
59 OPC635 ACTGACcctgcaggttaCTTCTCGACCTGCAGCACC 75 
60 OPC636 GATATACATatgCCGTGGGGCAAGGC 87 
61 OPC637 gcGTCGTTGGAGCGGGAACT 100 
62 OPC638 AACGCCAGCTTCCCGAG 108 
63 OPC639 gCCGTCCGCAGGCATC 106 
64 OPC640 CCATCCTTGGGCGTGG 101 
65 OPC641 CACCgtCATatgCCGGTGGCCTACC 100 
66 OPC642 ACTGACcctgcaggttaCTGGATCGAAGTCGGTTCG 91 
67 OPC643 cgtcggcgcgtcagGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGG 37 
68 OPC644 cttgtacagctcgtccatgcGCGCCGACGGTCG 104 
69 OPC645 ggaggagaagGCGCCGACGGTCG 76 
70 OPC646 tccttgtactcCGTCGGCGCGTCAG 85 
71 OPC647 CACCgtCATatgACCATGAAGGGCGG 40 
72 OPC648 atatatGCTAGCttaGCCCCGCAGCTTG 71 
73 OPC649 CACCgtCATatgGCGGCGAACGTCTGG 65 
74 OPC650 CACCgtCATatgACCATCGACGATATTCAGAAGG 56 
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75 OPC651 atatatGCTAGCttactCCtcCAGCTTGCGCGTCAG 55 
76 OPC654 caactcgctagccaaaACCATCGACGATATTCAGAAGG 51 
77 OPC655 atatatgcggccgcttaCGAACGGGTGGTCAGC 56 
78 OPC656 caactcgctagccaaaCTGCCGGACATCGGC 69 
79 OPC657 atatatgcggccgcttaGCGTTCGCTAAGCAGATCG 86 
80 OPC658 caactcgctagccaaaAGCGCCTTGAGCCAC 87 
81 OPC664 ggaggagaagGTCGTCGCGCCCAG 91 
82 OPC665 gcatggacgagctgtacaagGTCGTCGCGCCCAG 82 
83 OPC666 cctcgcccttgctcacCGTCGGCGCGTCAG 82 
84 OPC669 caactcgctagcaaaACCATCGACGATATTCAGAAGG 62 
85 OPC670 caactcgctagcaaaCTGCCGGACATCGGC 70 
86 OPC671 caccGCTACCGGTggtatgCCGGTGGCCTACC 84 
87 OPC672 ATATATgcggccgcttaCTGGATCGAAGTCGGTTCG 153 
88 OPC675 CACCgtCATatgGTGAGCAAGGGCGA 90 
89 OPC676 c Ccc att cag gct gcg caa ctgCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCA 68 
90 OPC677 tgc cgg aaa cca ggc aaa gcg cca ttc Ccc att cag gctg 72 
91 OPC678 ATCGTTcctgcaggTTAcac cgc ttc tgg tgc cgg aaa cca g 156 
92 OPC692 TTCCCCTCTAGAAATAATTTTGT 103 
93 OPC693 tcgattCTCGAGttatttactagtacccaattctttcac 60 
94 OPC694 GAAgaaatcattgaggatggaaa 110 
95 OPC695 gtcaggggaagctgcc 103 
96 OPC696 GAAcagctgggtatgacagg 106 
97 OPC697 gttatgaaggatcagaatatgct 99 
98 OPC698 tcgattCTCGAGTTAGTCGTCTTCTGGTGCCGGAAA 188 
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